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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.
This Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) has been prepared as part of the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) technical assistance Philippine Road Sector Improvement Project
for ten (10) subprojects roads with a total length of about 359 km. The subprojects are
located in 10 provinces of 9 regions in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. The executing agency
of this project is the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH). The objective of
the project is to improve the Philippines’ national road network by carrying out periodic road
maintenance/asset preservation of selected national roads and improving DPWH’s
institutional capability.
2.
The Project has been categorized by ADB as environment category B and this IEE
was prepared consistent with the environmental assessment requirements of ADB’s
Safeguard Policy Statement of 2009 (ADB SPS). The IEE was carried out through screening
and analysis of various environmental parameters, field investigations, stakeholder
consultations, and review of other road project reports in the Philippines. The IEE covers the
general environmental profile of all 10 subproject roads and includes an assessment of the
potential environmental impacts during different project phases and formulation of
corresponding mitigation measures. The IEE was prepared with the active cooperation of the
Environment and Social Sector Office (ESSO) of DPWH, and the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources-Environmental Management Bureau (DENR-EMB)
Offices.
3.
Major landuse along the subproject roads is either residential or agricultural. None of
the subproject roads are located near or within ecologically sensitive areas.
4.
The IEE has not identified any major environmental concerns due to implementation
of subprojects given that all the proposed civil works are only asset preservation of existing
pavement and are located within existing ROW with no road widening and realignments.
Civil works will mainly involve asphalt overlays on 356 km of subproject roads. Short
sections of the subproject roads will also require concrete pavement reblocking totalling 3
km. Given the nature and scale of proposed works, it is anticipated that there will only be
localised short-term impacts during construction activities. These impacts will be primarily
due to dust, gaseous emissions and noise from site works and operation of construction
equipment, waste generation from construction camps, traffic flow disruption, disposal of
reclaimed asphalt and concrete pavement, operation of borrow sites and quarries, and
potential occupational and community health and safety risks.
5.
A grievance redress mechanism will be established by DPWH prior to
commencement of site works to ensure that complaints of affected persons and other
stakeholders regarding the project’s environmental performance are promptly addressed.
6.
The IEE includes an environmental management plan (EMP) which details the
mitigation measures, environmental monitoring activities, institutional responsibilities, and
environmental management capacity building. DPWH will ensure that relevant EMP
provisions are included in bid and contract documents for detailed design, project
supervision and civil works. During construction, the construction supervision consultant
(CSC) will assist ESSO in closely monitoring the contractor’s environmental performance
and over-all EMP implementation. Semisannual environmental monitoring reports will be
submitted by DPWH to ADB and such reports will be posted on ADB’s website for public
disclosure.
7.
The major positive impact of the project will be economic and better accessibility. The
project will directly benefit over 5.1 million people located within the project districts by
providing improved access and economic development. The project would also benefit the
environment in terms of reduced soil erosion and landslides through slope stabilization

measures and construction of retaining structures. Dust generation from the damaged roads
will be reduced by the improvement of pavement. Health risk to the roadside communities
and damage to the biological environment will be reduced due to pavement improvement
and soil erosion control measures. Extent of flooding in road side villages will be reduced by
the improvement of drains. Road safety will be improved by stabilizing unstable sections,
installing road safety barriers including proper traffic engineering signs and display boards.
8.
The Project will have overall beneficial impact and will have minor negative impacts
that will be carefully monitored and adequately mitigated through implementation of the
EMP.
II.
A.

POLICY AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Environmental Clearance Requirements
1.

Government Environmental Laws, Regulations and Guidelines

9.
According to the DENR guidelines (Departmental Administrative Order 2003-30;
Proclamation Nos. 2146 and 803 of 1981 and 1996; and AO 42), the environmental category
of a project is decided based on the type of the project (whether it falls into ‘Environmental
Critical Project’, ECP type), location of the project (whether it falls into ‘Environmental Critical
Areas’, ECA category), and size of the project. A summary list of ECPs and ECA categories
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary List of ECP Types and ECA Categories
A. List of ECPs
- As declared by Proclamation No. 2146 (1981)
Heavy Industries – Non-ferrous Metal Industries, Iron and Steel Mills, Petroleum
1.
and Petro-chemical Industries including Oil and Gas, Smelting Plants
Resource Extractive Industries – Major Mining and Quarrying Projects, Forestry
Projects (logging, major wood processing projects, introduction of fauna (exotic
2. animals) in public and private forests, forest occupancy, extraction of mangrove
products, grazing), Fishery Projects (dikes for/ and fishpond development
projects)
Infrastructure Projects – Major Dams, Major Power Plants (fossil-fueled, nuclear
3. fueled, hydroelectric or geothermal), Major Reclamation Projects, Major Roads
and Bridges
- As declared by Proclamation No. 803 (1996)
4. All golf course projects
B. List of ECA Categories - As declared by Proclamation No. 2146 (1981)
All areas declared by law as national parks, watershed reserves, wildlife
1.
preserves, sanctuaries
2. Areas set aside as aesthetic potential tourist spots
Areas which constitute the habitat of any endangered or threatened species of
3.
Philippine wildlife (flora and fauna)
4. Areas of unique historic, archaeological, or scientific interests
5. Areas which are traditionally occupied by cultural communities or tribes
Areas frequently visited and/or hard-hit by natural calamities (geologic hazards,
6.
floods, typhoons, volcanic activity, etc.)
7. Areas with critical slopes
8. Areas classified as prime agricultural lands
9. Recharged areas of aquifers
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B. List of ECA Categories - As declared by Proclamation No. 2146 (1981) cont.
Water bodies characterized by one or any combination of the following
conditions: tapped for domestic purposes; within the controlled and/or protected
10.
areas declared by appropriate authorities; which support wildlife and fishery
activities
Mangrove areas characterized by one or any combination of the following
conditions: with primary pristine and dense young growth; adjoining mouth of
11. major river systems; near or adjacent to traditional productive fry or fishing
grounds; areas which act as natural buffers against shore erosion, strong winds
and storm floods; areas on which people are dependent for their livelihood.
Coral reefs characterized by one or any combination of the following conditions:
12. With 50% and above live coralline cover; Spawning and nursery grounds for fish;
Act as natural breakwater of coastlines
10.
Based on their type, size and location the projects have been classified into 3 major
groups:
•

•

•

Group I (ECPs): ECPs in either ECAs or NECAs – Environmentally Critical Projects
in either Environmentally Critical Areas or Non-Environmentally Critical Areas. These
projects require the proponent to submit ‘Environmental Impact Statement’ (EIS)
report to secure ‘Environmental Compliance Certificate’ (ECC) from DENR’s
Environment Management Bureau (EMB). Table 2 gives the size of the road and
bridge projects that fall in to Group 1.
Group II (NECPs): NECPS in ECAs – Non Environmentally Critical Projects in
Environmentally Critical Areas. These projects require proponent to submit either
‘Initial Environmental Examination’ (IEE) Report or ‘Project Description Report ‘(PDR)
based on the size of the project (see Table 2) to secure either ECC or ‘Certificate of
Non Coverage’ (CNC).
Group III (Non Covered Projects): NECPs in NECS – Non Environmentally Critical
Projects in Non Environmentally Critical Areas. PDR required to be submitted for
Enhancement Mitigation Projects for confirmation of benign nature of proposed
activity, and CNC is required to be secured. All other projects shall be at the option of
the proponent to prepare a PDR as a basis for CNC, should the proponent opt to
secure one.
Table2: EIS and IEE Requirements for Road and Bridge Projects

Project Type

Bridges and
viaducts new
construction
Roads, new
construction and
widening
(including RORO facilities)
Tunnels and subgrade roads and
railways

Project size
parameter

Length

Length with
no critical
slope or
Length with
critical slope
Length

EIA Report Type Required/Decision Document
Group I
Group II
Environmental
Initial Environmental
Project
Impact Statement
Examination (IEE
Description
(EIS)/ ECC
Report (IEER) or IEE
Report (PDR)/
Checklist (IECC)/
CNC
ECC
>= 10 km
>=80m but <=10 km Regardless of
length for foot
bridges; < 80m
for other bridges
>= 20km
>= 2 km but <20km
< 2 km

or
>=10km
>=10 km

or
>=2km but <10km
< 1 km
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2.

ADB Environmental Assessment Requirements

11.
According to ADB guidelines, the process of determining a project’s environment
category is to prepare a rapid environmental assessment (REA) screening checklist, taking
into account the type, size, and location of the proposed project. Based on ADB’s Safeguard
Policy Statement 2009 (SPS 2009), a project is classified as one of the four environmental
categories (A, B, C, or FI) as follows:
•

Category A: Projects with potential for significant adverse environmental impacts that
are irreversible, diverse or unprecendented. These impacts may affect an area larger
than the sites or facilities subject to physical works. An environmental impact
assessment is required.

•

Category B: Projects judged to have some adverse environmental impacts, but of
lesser degree and/or significance than those for category A projects. Impacts are
site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases mitigation
measures can be designed more readily than for Category A projects. An initial
environmental examination (IEE) is required.

•

Category C: Projects likely to have minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. No
environmental assessment is required although environmental implications are still
reviewed.

•

Category FI: Projects are classified as category FI if they involve investment of funds
to or through a financial intermediary. Where the FI’s investment have minimal or no
adverse environmental risks. The FI project will be treated as catgeory C. All other
FI’s must establish and maintain an environmental and social management
systemand must comply with the environmental safeguards requirements specified in
SPS 2009 if the FI’s subprojects have the potential for significant adverse
environmental impacts.

12.
According to Philippines environmental guidelines, the Project can be considered as
either under Group II or III while ADB has categorized the Project as environment category B.
Hence, this IEE has been prepared to meet the requirements of both the ADB SPS 2009 and
the government. Upon ADB’s receipt of the final IEE from DPWH, this will be publicly
disclosed through posting on ADB’s website.
III.
A.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

Overview

13.
The objective of RSIDP is to improve the national road network by carrying out
periodic road maintenance of selected national roads and improving DPWH’s institutional
capacity. The project is necessary to ensure that the Philippines’ road network can support
economic growth.
B.

Type of Project

14.
RSIDP will involve asset preservation of about 359 km of roads and associated
drainage structures from 10 subprojects. Asset preservation includes routine maintenance
and preventive maintenance. Routine maintenance consists of carriageway maintenance
and roadside maintenance, which basically involves localized repair of pavement and
shoulder defects, regular maintenance of road drainage, side slopes, verges and furniture.
Preventive maintenance entails asphalt overlay, usually with thickness of 50-100 mm. It also
includes selective reblocking or replacement of damaged slabs not exceeding four
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continuous blocks. Slope stabilization measures will also be provided on landslide-prone
areas. All civil works will be located within existing right of way (ROW) and will not involve
road widening. Construction of the Project components will involve a number of associated
activities. These include excavation and operation of borrow pits, the operation of a boulder
quarry, measures to protect critical side-slopes, extraction and cartage of sand for
aggregate mixtures, concrete and asphalt plants, and the temporary establishment of
contractor’s yards and storage sites.
C.

Location

15.
Periodic maintenance will be carried out on about 356 km of 10 national roads.
These roads are located in three areas: the west coast of central Luzon, the southwestern
Visayas, and the northern coast of Mindanao. 1 The location and details of subprojects are
given in Table 3. The subprojects are located in 10 provinces of 9 regions in Luzon, Visayas
and Mindanao. Locations of subprojects are shown in Figure 1 in a Philippines map and
detailed locations of subprojects proposed for rehabilitation are shown in Figure 2 in a
egional scale. Figure 2 has been used as the base map for describing baseline environment
of the subproject areas.
Table 3: Locations of Subprojects
No.

Length*
km

Island
Region

2

Subprojects
Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan
Road
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)

3

Bauang-Baguio Road

4

Olongapo-Bugallon Road

5

Dipolog-Oroquieta City road

49.89 Mindanao

IX

6
7

Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
Daang Maharlika Road (Liloan-Naval
Highway)
Dumaguete North Road

47.61 Mindanao
22.89 Visayas

XII
VIII

Iloilo
Benguet and
LaUnion
Zambales
Zamboanga del
Norte
Cotabato
Leyte

14.86 Visayas

VIII

Leyte

100.54 Visayas

VII

Negros Oriental
Agusan
Del Norte

1

8
9

10 Butuan City National Road

Region

Province

21.19 Mindanao

X

Misamis Oriental

37.60 Visayas

VI

39.15 Luzon

CAR

140.96 Luzon

III

16.20 Mindanao

XIII

* Refers to total length of road, actual road lengths where civil works will be undertaken are presented in
Table 4.

1

One road, in Leyte, falls outside of these three locations; however, other national roads in the vicinity have
been improved recently and result in a concentration of efforts necessary to maximize benefits.

5

Figure 1: Location Map of the Subprojects

6

Figure 2: Location Map of the Subprojects on a Regional Scale
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D.

Size or Magnitude of Operation

16.
The civil works under the project include overlay of existing concrete and asphalt
pavements for a length of about 356 km and reconstruction of about 3 km of roads. The
proposed civil works (such as overlay and reconstruction) for each subproject is given in
Table 4. The civil works included in the overlay of cement concrete pavements (CCP) are:
concrete re-blocking and asphalt concrete (AC) overlay. The work will consist of breaking
and removing the damaged blocks, then placing a new CCP pavement before AC overlay.
The civil works included in overlay of AC pavements are: (i) breaking and removing of
existing pavement by using mechanical equipment and disposing the debris or removing the
desired depth of layer by use of roto milling machine; and using paving fabric with leveling
course and AC overlay.
17.
The bridges in general, are passable and are in good to fair condition. There are no
repair works proposed for bridges.
Table 4: Details of Project Components
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Subproject

From

To

Length, km

Total
Length
(km)

Overlay

Reconstruction

Exception

21.19

19.0

-

2.19

Butuan-Cagayan de
Oro City-Iligan Road
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)

1423+552

1444+745

18+356

55+956

37.60

26.0

1.0

10.6

Bauang-Baguio Road
Olongapo-Bugallon
Road
Dipolog-Oroquieta City
road
Bukidnon-Cotabato
Road
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc
Road
Daang Maharlika Road
(Liloan-Naval Highway)
Dumaguete North Road
Butuan City National
Road
Total

258+920

298+070

39.15

31.0

0.08

8.07

126+341

267+304

140.96

68.0

0.99

71.97

1798+000

1847+893

49.89

21.0

-

28.89

1608+000

1655+610

47.61

38.0

-

9.61

915+191

938+075

22.89

21.0

0.96

0.93

919+500

934+360

14.86

14.86

-

-

100.54
16.20

100.54
16.2

-

-

-

-

490.89

355.6

3.03

0+000
1233+000

100.54
1249+200

132.26

E.
Traffic Volume
18.
Annual average daily traffic (AADT) for each subproject is given in Table 5. Average
daily traffic in the project areas ranges from 1,897 to 9,043 except in Cagayan de Oro City,
where it is 29,880. 55 percent of this traffic is from light vehicles (passenger cars, passenger
utility, goods utility and small bus).
Table 5: Average Daily Traffic (AADT) of Subprojects
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.

Subproject
Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan Road
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)
Bauang-Baguio Road
Olongapo-Bugallon Road
Dipolog-Oroquieta City road
Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
Daang Maharlika Road (Liloan-Naval Highway)
Dumaguete North Road

10.

Butuan City National Road

Motor
Cycle
3,379
24
121
32
25
90
1,201
160
274
No Data

Light
Vehicles
24,151
3,299
6,195
1,693
2,389
2,754
3,137
8,453
3,821
No Data

Heavy
Vehicles
2,350
354
419
172
131
172
341
430
390
No Data

Total
29,880
3,677
6,735
1,897
2,545
3,016
4,679
9,043
4,485
No Data

8

No.

F.
G.
19.

Subproject
Total

Light
Vehicles
55,892

Heavy
Vehicles
4,759

Total
65,957

Proposed Schedule for Implementation
The RIIDP will be implemented over a period of three years.
IV.

A.

Motor
Cycle
5,306

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Physical Resources in Project Area
1.

Topography

20.
All subprojects are classified into hilly, rolling and flat terrain according to their
elevation profiles and are presented in Table 6. Minimum and maximum elevations for each
subproject areas are also presented in Table 6. Digital elevation map of project area is
shown in Figure 3.
Table 6: Topographic Data of Project Roads
No.
1
2
3
4

Subproject
Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan Road
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)
Bauang-Baguio Road
Olongapo-Bugallon Road

5

Dipolog-Oroquieta City road

6
7
8

Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
Daang Maharlika Road (Liloan-Naval Highway)

9

Dumaguete North Road

10

Butuan City National Road

Terrain
Flat
Flat
Flat and Hilly
Flat
Flat and
Rolling
Rolling/Hilly
Rolling
Flat
Flat , hilly
inward
Flat

Minimum
Elevation
(m)
2
6
16
7

Maximum
Elevation
(m)
18
59
1472
54

2

113

274
15
3

372
68
26

8

322

12

42

21.
All subprojects are passing through flat and rolling terrain except subprojects 3 .6 and
9. A brief description of the topographic features of each subproject is given below:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Subproject 1 (Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan Road) is located in a
narrow coastal plain along the Macajalar Bay with elevations ranging from 2
to 18m
Subproject 2 (Iloilo-Capiz) passes through a flat terrain with elevations
ranging from 6 to 59m.
Subproject 3 (Bauang-Baguio Road): First 15 km of project road from Bauang
passes through a flat terrain along Nagulian River with elevation ranging from
16 to 40m. While the rest of the project road passes through a hilly terrain
with a gradual increase in elevation from 134m at KM 17 to 1,472 m in Baguio.
Road damage caused by landslide and erosion was noticed at Km 284.82,
Km286.52, Km288.70. and Km 296.43.
Subproject 4 (Olongapo-Bugallon Road) is located along the western shores
of Luzon island and passes through flat terrain with elevations ranging from 7
to 54m. The shore line is very rugged and features many coves and inlets.
Subproject 5 (Dipolog-Oroquieta City road) areas consists mostly of rolling
terrain with lowlands along its western coast facing the Sulu Sea. Elevations
along the project road vary from 2 to 113 m. Sensitive side slopes susceptible
to landslides are noticed in the hilly sections.
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(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

(x)

Terrain in subproject 6 (Bukidnon-Cotabato Road) area is rolling to hilly with
elevations along the project road varies from 274 to 372m.
The terrain of subproject 7 (Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road) is relatively flat to
gently rolling with elevations ranging from 15 to 68m.
Subproject 8 (Daang Maharlika Road) mostly passes through flat terrain with
elevations ranging from 3 to 36m except the last 1.85km on the southern side
where it is abutted by hill and elevation in this section varies from 3 to 26m.
Subproject 9 (Dumaguete North Road)- Route from Jimalalud to Dumaguete
City is relatively flat with some hilly areas inward on the left side and
shoreline of Tañon Strait on the right side. Elevation ranges from 8 to 322
meters.
Subproject 10 (Butuan City National Road) passes through flat terrain with
elevations ranging from 12 to 42 m.
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Source: Digital Elevation Datasets, USGS

Figure 3: Digital Elevation Map of Subprojects
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2.

Climate

22.
All subprojects are located in tropical climate with two distinct seasons, dry season
from January to June, and wet season from July to December. Mean annual temperature
and average annual distribution maps are presented in Figure 5. Average temperature in
project areas generally ranges from 20oC to 30oC and temperature distribution generally
depends on elevation and distance from sea coast. Hilly areas of Bauang-Baguio Road have
temperatures less than 20 oC.

Source: Worldclim, Version 1.4

Figure 4: Mean Annual Temperature Distribution Map
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23.
Subprojects located along the western coast of Luzon receive very high rainfall of
2,500 to 3,500 mm. Subprojects located in Visayas receive an average annual rainfall of
2,000 to 2,500 mm, while subprojects located in Mindanao receive an average annual
rainfall of 1,500 to 2,000 mm.

Source: Worldclim, Version 1.4

Figure 5: Average Annual Rainfall Distribution in Project Areas
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24.
Normal rainfall data derived form 30 years average data (from 1971 to 2000) for 3
rain gage stations in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao located close to subproject roads are
given in Table 7. Maximum rainfall occurs in July and August, and lowest rainfall occurs in
January and February. Mean wind velocity in project areas ranges between 0.70 – 2 m/sec,
while humidity varies from 60 to 90%.
Table 7: 30 Years Average Rainfall Data
(1971-2000)
Cagayan de
Manila
Iloilo
Oro
Jan
19
30.5
50.7
Feb
7.9
30.3
48.5
Mar
11.1
41.2
55.2
Apr
21.4
70.1
20.0
May
165.2
113.5
124.6
Jun
265
308
229.0
Jul
419.6
347.6
219.2
Aug
486.1
388.6
191.8
Sep
330.3
296.2
229.2
Oct
270.9
283.2
189.4
Nov
129.3
171.9
37.8
Dec
75.4
104
102.6
Total
2201.2
2185.1
1497.6
3.

Soil Characteristics

25.
The major soil types noticed in the project areas are presented in Table 8 and
characteristics of these soils in terms of their texture, drainage conditions, and mineral
content are also given in this table.
Table 8: Soils Groups of Project Areas
Dominant Soil Group
Drainage class (0-0.5% slope)
Topsoil Sand Fraction (%)
Topsoil Silt Fraction (%)
Topsoil Clay Fraction (%)
Topsoil USDA Texture Classification
Topsoil Reference Bulk Density
(kg/dm3)
Topsoil Gravel Content (%)
Topsoil Organic Carbon (% weight)
Topsoil pH (H2O)
Topsoil CEC (clay) (cmol/kg)
Topsoil CEC (soil) (cmol/kg)
Topsoil Base Saturation (%)
Topsoil TEB (cmol/kg)
Subsoil Clay Fraction (%)
Subsoil USDA Texture
Classification
Subproject

Acrisols
Moderately
Well
49
27
24
sandy clay
loam
1.4

Lixisols
Moderately
Well
19
27
54
clay (light)

Vertisols
Poor

Cambisols
Poor

Gleysols
Poor

16
29
55
clay (light)

44
36
20
loam

33
45
22
loam

Nitisols
Moderately
well
39
41
20
loam

1.22

1.21

1.41

1.38

1.41

10
1
4.6
16
7
44
3.5
36
clay loam

4
1.21
7
53
29
96
24.7
59
clay (light)

4
0.75
7.9
75
44
100
45.2
57
clay (light)

4
0.97
6.5
41
11
90
8.9
28
Clay loam

4
3.71
5.5
33
18
34
3.1
28
clay loam

4
0.9
7.3
62
16
91
16.4
21
loam

3,9,10

1

2,3

1, 4

7,8

2,3,4,5,6,10

26.
Soil group of each subproject is given in Table 8 and soil distribution maps of Project
areas are presented in Figure 6. Major soils groups in the Project areas are Nitisols, a
loamy and moderately well drained soil with a topsoil sand fraction of 39%. Nitisols are
highly susceptible to erosion in hilly areas with high rainfall.
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Source: Harmonized World Soil Database, FAO

Figure 6: Soil Map
4.

Geology, Geomorphology and Hydrogeology

27.
Geological formations along the subprojects are mostly alluvial and sedimentary.
Subprojects located in coastal areas (3 in Luzon; 8,9 in Visayas; and 1 and 5 in Mindanao)
are passing through deposits of coastal and river alluvial terrain. Generally these formations
are unconsolidated horizontal beds with a flat to slightly undulating terrain. Hydrogeologically,
aquifers in this terrain are generally limited to shallow depths except in sand and gravel
aquifers. Other subprojects are passing through tertiary sedimentary formations, mainly
consists of recent volcanic and volcanic terraces. Geomorphologically these formations are
gently sloping or undulating terrain and groundwater supply from these formations are
generally from deep fractured aquifers.
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5.

Water Resources

28.
River basin map of Project areas are given in Figure 7 Locations of major rivers,
inland water bodies and all streams are also shown in this figure. In general, due to its
geographical location, Philippines has abundant dependable surface and groundwater
resources. About 88%of country’s agriculture depend on surface water resources, while the
groundwater resources are mostly untapped and contributes only 14% of total water
resources consumption of the Philippines.

Source: South East Asia Hydrological Basins, Aquastat, FAO

Figure 7: Watershed Map
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6.

Water Quality

29.
Water quality standards of Philippines are given in Table 9. Water quality of the
rivers in the project areas is generally turbid because of watershed erosion and high rainfall.
Some of the rivers in subproject 3 (Olongapo-Bugallon Road) are heavily silted due to lahar
from Mt. Pinatubo, an active volcano located about 20 km from the project road (Figure 8)
near the boundaries between Zambales, Pampanga, and Tarlac. The lahar also affects the
river flow and causes floods in some sections of the road, particularly near Sto. Nino Bridge
(Sta 179 + 000) and Alusuia Bridge (Sta 184 +000). Rivers near Cagayan de Oro in
subproject 1 are also highly turbid because of mining activities in the upstream areas.
Table 9: Water Quality Standards of Philippines
Constituent
Turbidity
True colour
pH
TDS
Chloride
Hardness as CaCO3
Sulphate
Sodium
Nitrate
Nitrite
Zinc
Fluoride

Max. level (mg/L) or
characteristic
5 NTU
50 PCU
6.5-8.5
500
250
300
250
200
50
3
5
1

Constituent Max. level (mg/L)
Aluminium
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium

0.2
0.02
0.03
0.7
0.003
0.05
1.0
1
0.01
0.001
0.02
0.01

Source: Philippines National Drinking Standards, 2007

7.

Air and Noise Quality

30.
National ambient air quality (NAAQ) standards of Philippines are given in Table 10.
General sources of air pollution in the project areas are vehicle emissions, industries and
dust from damaged roads. Air quality monitoring of various cities in Philippines has been
conducted by EMB during 2003 and 2004. TSP concentrations in major cities located in
subprojects are given in Table 11. Monitoring data showed that TSP concentrations were
very high at stations located near intersections of major roads.
Table 10: National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutants
Averaging Time
Suspended
Particulate 24 hours
Matter — TSP
1 year
24 hours
PM10
1 year
24 hours
Sulfur dioxide
1 year
24 hours
Nitrogen dioxide
1 year
Photochemical Oxidants 1 hour
as Ozone
8 hours
1 hour
Carbon monoxide
8 hours
3 months
Lead
1 year

µg/Nm3
230
90
150
60
180
80
150
140
60
35 mg/N m3
10 mg/N m3
1.5
1

Source: Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999, Section 12
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31.
In 2003 in Cagayan De Oro, maximum 24-hr average PM10 concentration was 75
µg/Nm3 and the annual mean was 39 µg/Nm3, below the NAAQ guidelines. In general PM10
concentrations were higher during dry season (February to May) compared to rest of the
year. Concentrations of SO2 were also recorded less than NAAQ guidelines. 24 hr SO2
concentrations varies from 1.15 to 13.16 µg/Nm3 with an annual mean of 4.14 µg/Nm3 .
Table 11: TSP Concentration in Subprojects
3

Region

City

Location

CAR
6
6
7
8
9
9
9
9
9
12
13

Baguio City
Iloilo City
Iloilo City
Dumaguete City
Tacloban City
Zamboanga City
Zamboanga City
Zamboanga City
Zamboanga City
Zamboanga City
North Cotabato
Butuan City

Session Road
Jaro Police Stn.
La Paz Plaza
P & M Bldg.
ZCMC
Buenavista St.
San Jose Rd.
Zamboanga E.Z.
Fish Port
Makilala
New Asia

Min
84
55
16
ND
ND
110
125
120
ND
ND
83
45

3

2003 (µg/Nm )
Annual
Max
Mean
658
229
394
182
317
104
ND
ND
ND
ND
334
220
336
212
288
221
ND
ND
ND
ND
99
91
152
83

Min
104
70
17
ND
47
154
167
175
14
22
ND
45

2004 (µg/Nm )
Annual
Max
Mean
287
204
530
177
374
92
ND
ND
198
100
376
237
299
226
301
227
94
39
101
47
ND
ND
185
96

ND=not detected
Source: EMB National Air Quality Status Report (2003-2004)

32.
National Noise quality standards of Philippines are given in Table 12. The general
sources of noise pollution in the project areas are traffic. No noise monitoring data is
available for the project areas.
Table 12: National Ambient Noise Standards.
Category
of Area

Class AA

Calls A
Class B
Class C
Class D

Description

Daytim
e
(8 am10 pm)
Generally quiet areas such as 50 dB
areas within 100 meters from
school sites, nursery schools,
hospitals and special homes for the
aged
Areas primarily used for residential 55 dB
purposes
Areas zoned
or used as 65 dB
commercial area
Areas zoned or used as a light 70 dB
industrial area
Areas zoned or used as a heavy 75 dB
industrial area

Morning and
Evening
(5 am- 9am/
6 pm-10pm)
• dB

Night
time
(10 pm –
5pm)
40 dB

50 dB

45 dB

60 dB

55 dB

65 dB

60 dB

70 dB

65 dB

Source: Section 78, 1978 NPCC Rules and Regulations

8.

Quarries and Borrow Pits

33.
The quarries and borrow pits required for construction activities are located in all the
project areas. Construction materials required for the project are located in all provinces.
Sand and gravel are available from all the river sites of alluvial areas.
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9.

Natural Hazards

34.
Floods, landslides, and tropical storms are the general natural disasters in the project
areas. Earthquake intensity map of project areas with locations of major earth quakes are
given in Table 8. All road links in Luzon and Mindanao are located in Zone 3 on Modified
Mercalli Scale, which indicates that there is a 10% probability that this intensity will exceed in
50 years (equivalent to a return period of 475 years). The roads in Visayas are located in
Zone 4(MM VI). Locations of volcanic eruptions and significant earthquakes in project areas
are also shown Table 8.
35.
Typhoons risk map of project provinces is given in Figure 9. Subprojects located in
Luzon are prone to high to very high risk of typhoons. A combined geophysical risk map
(risk to earthquakes, risk to earthquake induced landslides, risk to volcanic eruptions, risk to
tsunamis) are given in Figure 10. Risk categories of all subprojects are summarized in Table
13. Subprojects 3 and 4 in Luzon are located in high to very high risk areas.
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Source: World Map of Natural Hazards, Munich RE Group

Figure 8: Seismic Hazard Map of Project Areas
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B.

Source: Center for Environmental Geomatics, Manila Observatory

Figure 9: Typhoon Risk Map of Project Areas
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Source: Center for Environmental Geomatics, Manila Observatory

Figure 10: Geophysical Risk Map of Project Areas
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Table 13: Risk Categories of Subprojects
No.

Projects

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan Road
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)
Bauang-Baguio Road
Olongapo-Bugallon Road
Dipolog-Oroquieta City road
Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
Daang Maharlika Road (
Dumaguete North Road
Butuan City National Road

10

C.

Seismic
Category
3
3,4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3

Risk to
Geophysical
Medium
Low
High to very high
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium to High
Medium
Low
Low
High
High
Medium

Risk to
Typhoon
Very Low
Low
Very High
High
Very Low
Very Low
Medium
Medium
Low

Low

Low

Very low

Risk to Climate

Ecological Resources in Project Area
1.
Forests and Protected Areas

36.
Nearly 19% of the Philippines total land area is under forest cover. Location of
forests, IUCN Protected Ares, and other protected areas designated by Non-IUCN
categories such as UNESCO Mass biosphere directory, wetlands of international importance
(RAMSAR) and UNESCO World heritage sites areas are shown in Figure 11. From this
figure it can be seen that no forests or protected areas are located close to the subprojects.
2.

Flora and Fauna

37.
The dominant vegetation along the project areas are plantations in the residential
and agricultural areas. While the natural vegetation include grasses, herbs vines, shrubs,
palms and trees. Variety of native fruit tress such as mango, sineguelas, and avocado were
also seen. In subproject 3, hilly sections near Baguio city due to moist tropical climate is
conducive to the growth of fruit and orchards, such as papaya, star apple, mango, coconut,
jackfruit, bamboo, ornamental plants, shrubs and grasses. In subprojects 1 and 8 in Leyte
province, ‘nipa palm` is widely seen in swampy areas along the rivers near coastal areas.
Nipa palm is used as an essential material for building of traditional houses.
38.
Ecoregion map of project areas are given in Figure 12. Ecoregions are defined by
the World Wildlife Fund as "relatively large units of land or water containing a distinct
assemblage of natural communities and species, with boundaries that approximate the
original extent of natural communities prior to major land-use change". The six eco-regions
covered by the project areas are given in Table 14. There are a total of 2,477 animal species
have been recorded in IUCN Red data book from the ecoregions of Project area, out of
which 555 are threatened 2 . Distribution of these threatened species with the threatened
status is shown in Table 14. However, no wildlife is noticed near the project areas. Common
animals noticed in the project areas are only domestic animals. Passer Montanus (common
name: Maya) is the most abundant bird in the project areas.
Table 14: Status of Animal Species in Project Eco-Regions
Eco-Region
Greater Negros-Panay rain forest
Luzon montane rain forests
Luzon rain forests
Mindanao montane rain forests
Mindanao-Eastern Visayas rain
forests
2

Total
Species
462
264
597
331
591

Near
Threatened
11
13
29
19
17

Lower
Risk
36
22
54
34
57

Vulne
rable
20
19
42
27
43

Endangered
12
3
9
5
7

Critical
9
1
6
1
3

Threatened = A general term to denote species or subspecies considered as critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable
or other accepted categories of wildlife whose population is at risk of extinction.
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Eco-Region
Luzon tropical pine forests

Total
Species
232

Near
Threatened
10

Lower
Risk
25

Vulne
rable
17

Endangered
4

Critical

Source: World Database on Protected Areas, UNEP

Figure 11: Protected Areas in Project Areas
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Source: Kabang Kalikasan ng Pilipinas (KKP)

Figure 12: Eco-Regions of Project Areas
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3.

Fish, Fisheries and Aquatic Biology

39.
No marine protected areas, mangroves and coral reefs are located close to the
subprojects. Fishing is a major industry in subprojects near coastal areas and a wide variety
of fishes are caught from sea or commercially grown in inland areas. Major fish types in
project areas are mackerel, blue marlin, tuna, milk fish, sardines, shrimps, crabs, eel,
shellfish, such as oyster and angel wings, squid, etc. Prawns and popular fish varieties are
cultured in farms.
4.

Land Use

40.
Major landuse along the project roads is either residential or agricultural. Landuse
along each of the subproject is:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

D.

Subproject 1 (Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan): About 94% of landuse along
the project road is residential/commercial and passing through dense populated
areas
Subproject 2 (Iloilo-Capiz): Most of the land use along the project roads is
residential with a population density ranging from 100 to 7,500 per sq.km
Subproject 3 (Bauang-Baguio Road): Nearly 55% of land use along the project
road is residential and the rest is agricultural and open spaces with patches of
mixed vegetations.
Subproject 4 (Olongapo-Bugallon): Nearly 73% of land use along the project road
is built up area with residential and commercial areas.
Subproject 5 (Dipolog-Oroquieta): About 82% land use along the project road is
agricultural with vast coconut plantations and only 18 percent of land use is
residential.
Subproject 6 (Bukidnon-Cotabato): Nearly 46% of land use along the project road
is residential.
Subproject 7 (Palo-Carigara-Ormoc): About 65% of land use along the project
road is agricultural and 35 percent of land use is residential.
Subproject 8 (Daang Maharlika Road): 53% of land use along the project road is
residential.
Subproject 9 (Dumaguete North Road) Commercial area can be found in Bais
and Dumaguete City. About 80% of the land along the subproject road is used for
agriculture, mostly sugarcane with patches of ricelands and fishponds. 15% is
used for residential purposes while about 5% is occupied by commercial
establishments.
Subproject 10 (Butuan City National Road) along the subproject road, about 20%
is used for commercial and institutional purposes. Residential area is about 10%
and the rest are used for agricultural use.

Socioeconomic Resources in Project Area
1.

Population

41.
The project road links are passing through 9 provinces and 22 districts. Locations of
the project roads and locations of the settlements close to the project roads are shown in
Figure 2. Population density distribution map, derived from 2000 Landsat image, of along the
project roads are shown in Figure 13.
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42.
Population within 1km along each road link is calculated and presented in Table 15.
Minimum and maximum population density is also shown along the project roads are also
given in this table. Total population located within the immediate vicinity of the project roads
is 1,432,690 while population of all the districts/municipalities of subprojects is 5,122,006.
Population of all the districts located along the subprojects are given in Table 16. Nearly 8
percent of the project districts population is located along the project roads.
Table 15: Population in Project Areas
Population Density
(Min)
(Max)
Butuan-Cagayan de Oro City-Iligan 50
>15,000
Iloilo-Capiz (Old Route)
100
7,500
Bauang-Baguio Road
0
>15,000
Olongapo-Bugallon Road
0
>15,000
Dipolog-Oroquieta City road
0
5,000
Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
0
5,000
Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
50
7,500
Daang Maharlika Road
0
5,000
Dumaguete North Road
0
7,500
Butuan City National Road
0
5,000
Total

No. Subproject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total
Population
155,900
64,975
83,225
140,000
27,675
63,525
14,550
9,225
575,237
298,378
1,432,690
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Source: Landscan 2000 Population Density Database, Oak Ridge National University

Figure 13: Population Density of Project Areas
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Table 16: Population in Project Districts
Subproje
ct
Municipality/City
1. Butuan-Cagayan de Oro –Iligan Road
Cagayan
de
oro
city
(Capital)
Opol
2. Iloilo –Capiz Road ( Old Route)
Iloilo city (Capital)
Santa Barbara 3rd district
Cabatuan 3rd district
Calinog 3rd district
Pavia 2nd district
Badiangan 3rd district
3. Bauang-Baguio Road
Sablan 2nd District
Burgos 2nd district
Baung 2nd district
Naguilian 2nd district
4. Olongapo –Bugallon Road
Olongapo city Urban 1 st
district
SUubic 1st district
Castillejois district
San Mracelino 1st district
San Narciso 2nd district
San Felipe 2nd district
Cabangan 2nd district
Botolan 2nd district
Iba (Capital) 2nd district
Palauig 2nd district
5. Dipolog, Zamboanga de Norte –
Orquieta
Dipolog 2nd District
Sapangdalaga 1st district
6. Bukidnon-Cotabato Road
Carmen 1st District
Kabacan 1st District
7.Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road
Palo 1st district
Alangalang 1st district
Jaro 2nd district
Santa Fe FE 1st district
8.Daang Maharlika Road (Liloan-Naval
Highway)
Tanauan 1st district
Tolosa
9. Dumaguete North Road
Ayungon
Bais City
Bindoy
Dumaguete City
Jimalalud
Manjuyod
Pamplona
San Jose
Sibulan
Tanjay City
Tayasan

Population, 2007
601,153

Income Class

553,966
47,187
635,443
418,710
51,075
50,861
51,018
39,275
24,504
123,330
10,890
8,261
69,837
45,232
570,813

1st Class Highly Urbanized
4th class Partially Urban 2nd

227,270
77,118
42,910
29,052
24,856
21,322
21,519
51,675
44,344
30,747

1st Class Highly Urbanized
1st Class Partially Urban
4th Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
4th Class Partially Urban
4th class Partially Urban
4th Class Partially Urban
1st Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban

129,685
113,118
16,567
139,661
65,670
73,991
154,977
56,781
43,494
38,797
15,905
64,265
47,426
16,839
575,237
42,643
74,702
36,226
116,392
27,728
39,722
34,557
17,250
47,162
78,539
32,383

1st Class Highly Urbanized
2nd Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
2nd Class Partially urban
3rd Class Urban
4th Class Urban Partially Urban
5th Class Rural
5th Class Partially Urban
1st Class Partially Urban
1st Class Partially Urban

3rd Class Partially Urban
5th Class Partially Urban
Rural
1st Class Partially Urban
Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
5th Class Partially Urban

3rd Class Partially Urban
5th Class Partially Urban
th

4 Class Partially Urban
rd
3 Class Partially Urban
4th Class Partially Urban
1st Class Highly Urbanized
4th Class Partially Urban
3rd Class Partially Urban
4th Class Partially Urban
th
5 Class Partially Urban
th
4 Class Partially Urban
th
5 Class Partially Urban
th
4 Class Partially Urban
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Subproje
ct

Municipality/City
2.
Valencia

10 Butuan City National Road
Butuan City
Grand Total

5.

Population, 2007
3.
27,933

Income Class

298,378
5,122,006

1 Class Urban

4.

st

1
Class
Urban

Partially

st

Industries and Minerals

43.
Major sources of economy along the project roads are agriculture, industry and
service sector. The respective contributions by these sectors to national GDP are
approximately 14%, 32% and 53%. The industry sector along the subprojects generally
includes manufacturing and processing activities while the service sector includes wholesale
and retail trading, financing and business services. Many large industries like Del Monte,
Nestle, Nature’s Mineral Water and several other small scale establishments are located
along Subproject 1 (Butuan – Cagayan de Oro-Illigan Road), Some of the commercial
establishments in this subproject are using ROW for storage of their materials, products in
display racks, various goods for sale and as parking area of the vehicles. Major industries
such as, Pepsi bottling plant and coconut oil processing plant are located abutting the
subproject 8 (Daang Maharlika Road).
44.
Mineral resource map of project areas is shown in Table 14. Major mineral resources
in the project areas are: copper, nickel, gold and chromium in Luzon; Aluminum, phosphorphosphate in Visayas; and chromium in Mindanao.
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Source: Mineral Resources Database, USGS

Figure 14: Mineral Resources of Project Areas
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6.

Agriculture

45.
Major food crops cultivated along the subprojects are rice, corn, coconut, sugarcane,
vegetables, cassava, bamboo, mango, banana, coffee, tobacco, garlic, flower, root crops,
fruits and nuts. Paddy is the dominant crop, while coconut and mango are the dominant
plantations along the subproject areas. Animal husbandry is also contributing to economy of
the region, and main livestock are cows, buffalos, goats, sheep, pigs, and horses.
7.

Road Safety

46.
Road safety has been a critical problem in Philippines for many years. More than
4,000 road users died in crashes each year throughout the country. Extent of traffic
accidents occurred and damages of vehicles during 1998 to 2005 are given in Table 17.
Total number of accidents and fatal causalities has been increased in recent years. Truck
overloading is one of the major concerns in road safety in Philippines and also significantly
contributes to the premature wear and tear as well as extensive damage to roads and
bridges.
Table 17: Traffic Accidents in Philippines.
Number of Casualties

Year

Vehicle
damages

Fatal

Non-fatal

Total

1998

940

1,863

2,803

6,537

1999

719

2,150

2,869

7,726

2000

704

1,719

2,423

11,386

2001

627

1,399

2,026

6,696

2002

714

3,034

3,748

9,623

2003

800

4,177

4,977

11,441

2004

1,054

3,860

4,914

9,288

2005

578

3,779

4,357

7,068

Source: Department of Transportation and Communication

8.

Tourism

47.
The Project road has a significant tourism potential due to its rich cultural and
historical heritage, ancient churches and picturesque beaches. Locations of tourism sites
near the subproject roads are given below:
• Subproject 1 (Butuan-Cagayan de Oro-Iligan Road): Major attractions in the City
consist of natural and man-made spots. These are Kamakawan Migtugsok(Gusa),
Mapawa Nature Park (Cugman), Palalan Water Falls (Tablon) Malasag-Eco Tourism
Village Gardens (Cugman)
• Subproject 2(Iloilo-Capiz Road) : Piza liberated (located right at the center of Iloilo
city, where the flag of the First Philippine Republic was raised in triumph after Spain
surrendered Iloilo, her last capital in the islands, to the revolutionaries led by Gen.
Martin Delgado on December 25, 1898); La Villa de Arevalo (located 6 km southwest
of Iloilo City: seat of the Alcadia de Panay; first Spanish settlement in Panay to be
attacked in 1588 by the English privateer
Sir Thomas Cavendish, third
circumnavigator of the world); and Fort San Pedro (Built by the Spaniards in the early
1600; attacked by Dutch , British, American and Japanese troops; birthplace of the
first Filipino commercial air transportation, the Iloilo-Negros Air Express Co., founded
by the Lopez brothers on February 3, 1933)
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•

•

•

•

Subproject 4 (Olongapo-Bugallon Road): Subic Bay Freeport Zone is host to many
tourist attractions which include casinos, beach resorts, parks, beachside huts and
cottages and historical artifacts.
Subproject 5 (Dipolog-Oroquieta City Road): Cogon Eco-Tourism Park -Barangay
Cogon; Sungkilaw Falls Development-Barangay Diwan; Filipino – Japanese
Memorial Park-Barangay Dicayas and 3003 Steps to Linabo Peak -Barangay
Lugdungan
Subproject 7 and 8 (Palo-Carigara-Ormoc Road & Daang Maharlika Road): San
Juanico Bridge, Sto. Niño Shrine and Heritage Museum, San Pedro Bay, the famous
Leyte Landing monument immortalizing the landing of the Allied Forces, Kalipayan or
Olot Mansion (The Presidential Mansion of late President Ferdinand Edralin Marcos),
Romualdez Mausoleum, Sacred Heart Shrine on top of the bulwark of Mt. Inapusong,
Miramar Beach, former U.S Navy base,Bil-At Beach Resort, Tadjaw Beach Resort,
St. Michael Parish Church, Statue of late Speaker Daniel Z. Romualdez, Monument
of Eagle Scout Valeriano Abello, only Scout Hero of World War II, steep rocky slopes
of Mt. Inapusong, pacific-borne waves for surfing.
Subproject 9 (Dumaguete North Road)- Within the sub-project road and adjacent
municipalities are different scenic, historical, cultural and religious attractions
clustered in Dumaguete City as well as in other areas of Negros Oriental. The host
towns offer visitors wonderful, unspoiled natural beauty and interesting activities to
explore: Sibulan is very progressive town around Negros Oriental because of its
unique abundance of nature through different beauty scenic spots like twin Lakes
Balinsasayaw, lake Danao, the Ajong Statue, Golf course, different beaches and
resorts; Bais City is the home of Dolphin and Whale Watching; Canlaon City is a
favorite of adventure travelers for hiking, trekking and mountain climbing; Mabinay
has 100 caves waiting to be explored; Apo Island in Dauin, accessible from
Zamboanguita, is one of the world's top dive sites; Valencia is a town right outside
Dumaguete City and a great place both for outdoor enthusiasts and those interested
in Philippine history..

•

Subproject 10- Butuan City National Road - Considered as one of the most inviting
and impressive tourist sites in Butuan City, Butuan Regional Museum features
artifacts that are important to the culture and history of the place. Besides Butuan
Regional Museum, Diocesan Ecclesiastical Museum plays home to collections of
relics that portrayed the culture of early residents of the city. In terms of natural
attractions, Butuan City takes pride in the famous, majestic, and beautiful Mount
Mayapay. Located near Santo Nino Diocesan Shrine, Mount Mayapay is usually
visited by adventurers, as well as hikers in Butuan. Finally, Butuan Boats is another
tourist destination in Butuan City that attracts travelers and tourists. Also known as
Balangays, Butuan Boats are considered as early sea vessels in the Philippines.
Nine of the boats recovered by archaeologists were dated back 4th century A. D.

V.

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

48.
The IEE, based on the screening of baseline environment and review of proposed
civil works, has not identified any major environmental concerns due to proposed
improvement of the subproject roads given that all the proposed civil works are only asset
preservation of existing pavement and are located within existing ROW. There will only be
localised short-term impacts during construction activities due to implementation of civil
works that will be addressed in the detailed design and through implementation of the
mitigation and monitoring measures specified in the environmental management plan (EMP).
These construction related impacts can be mitigated by (i) the contractors’ work practices,
especially those related to the storage of construction materials and cleanliness of the work
sites; (ii) cooperation by the local authorities with the contractor in terms of traffic
management and use of public space and utilities; (iii) project management’s strict
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enforcement of the correct construction practices and standards; (iv) the incorporation of the
mitigation measures identified in the IEE into the bid documents and specifications; and (v)
close monitoring of the contractor’s implementation of the required mitigation measures
49.
The environmental impacts resulting from implementation of civil works are expected
to be minor and short-term since the improvement works will not involve widening and
alignment adjustments. Environmental concerns that could be expected from the Project are:
• Removal and disposal of asphalt and concrete pavement
• As part of periodic road maintenance, clearing of right of way through removal of
overgrown vegetation (mainly grasses, no trees will be cut) and disposal of
spoils
• Cutting of some landslide-prone areas to stablize side slopes
• Extraction and transport of construction material from existing quarry and borrow
sites
• Temporary use of land immediately adjacent to the road for siting of contractor’s
yard, asphalt plant, concrete mixers and construction camps
• Reduced air quality and visibility (air quality impacts and/or noise pollution from
construction activities, quarry sites, material storage sites, excavations, vehicle
and equipment use and operation of concrete mixers asphalt batching plants
• Reduced water quality (water and soil pollution) from improper handling and
disposal of wastes and construction materials
• Drainage from construction camps, material stockpiles, excavations and quarry
activities
• Interruption to smooth traffic flow, increased traffic congestion
• Public and workers’ health and safety issues
• Social conflicts due to project activities
50.
During operation. the project is expected to benefit the environment and socioeconomic conditions of the subproject areas through:
• Improved access and economic development
• Reduced soil erosion and landslides due to slope stabilization measures
• Reduced dust due to asset preservation/reblocking done on existing roads
• Reduced extent of flooding in roadside villages due to improved drains
• Improved road safety due to installation of safety signs and construction of
pedestrian paths
51.
Environmental impacts and proposed mitigation measures during project preonstruction, construction and operation phases are described in the following
sectionsDetailed environmental mitigation measures have been prepared for all the identified
impacts and presented in the environmental management plan under Chapter VII.
A.

Pre-construction
1.

Design Measures

52.
The detailed design consultant (DDC) will incorporate erosion control and slope
stabilization measures in the engineering design. Retaining structures will be designed to
stabilize areas prone to erosion and landslides. If appropriate, landscaping along the roads
through planting of native species of trees and other vegetation will also be considered in the
design. These measures will offer a long term solution to problems on slope stability and
land degradation. Maintaining vegetative cover on sloping areas along the roads in
mountainous locations would reduce erosion, land/mud slides caused by run-offs.
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2.

Bid and Contract Documents

53.
DPWH with assistance from DDC will ensure that relevant provisions of the EMP in
terms of implementation of environmental mitigation measures, monitoring activities,
supervision and reporting are included in the bid and contract documents for cicil works and
construction supervision.
3.

Grievance Redress

54.
Local residents and other stakeholders may have concerns regarding adverse
impacts due to project implementation and contractors’ environmental performance. DPWH
will establish a grievance redress mechanism to ensure that complaints are resolved as
dicussed in Chapter VI of this IEE.
B.

Construction
1.
Soils and Materials

55.
Since the Project will mainly involve asphalt overlay (with no road widening and
realignments), main impacts on land during construction are from (i) spoils due to clearing of
land for site preparation to be used for temporary construction facilities such as construction
camps; (ii) removal of existing pavement, and extraction of borrow materials; (iii) excess cut
from landslide-prone areas; (iv) use of the existing land uses such as agriculture and
plantations to stockpiles of materials; and (v) contamination of the land from hazardous and
toxic chemicals and construction material spillage.
56.
Prior to materials extraction and spoils disposal, contractors will submit a materials
and spoils plan to DPWH for approval. The plan will show the location of any borrow pits and
quarries to be used, proposed cut locations, fill and/or disposal sites for excess cut and
excavation spoils, and disposal sites for reclaimed asphalt and concrete. The plan will also
provide the timeframe and measures to be taken to rehabilitate borrow pits, quarries, cut
slopes and disposal sites upon completion of civil works.
57.
The contractors will source construction material under their own arrangements.
Uncontrolled sourcing of such materials could lead to environmental impacts such as the
loss of topsoil or the disfigurements of the landscape from borrow pits. Earthen
embankments and material stockpiles will be susceptible to erosion, particularly during the
rains and re-suspension of dust during the dry seasons.
58.
Local roads will be damaged during transportation of borrow materials and by the
construction equipment. In order to reduce impact on all borrow sites, contractors will water
the local roads close to the settlements used by the borrow trucks. As much as possible,
contractors will not make use of productive agricultural land. In case this is unavoidable, the
contractor will obtain consent from the land owner and will restore the site to its original
condition after completion of civil works. Embankments should be monitored during
construction for signs of erosion; long-term material stockpiles will be covered to prevent
wind erosion and appropriate storage facilities for hazardoues materials will be provided to
avoid contamination of surrounding areas.
2.

Soil Erosion and Slope Stability Problems

59.
Soil erosion and unstable side slopes susceptible to landslides are noticed along
subproject roads in hilly areas. The impact of soil erosion and unstable side slope are (i)
increased run off and sedimentation causing a greater flood hazard to the downstream, (ii)
loss of topsoil affects the growth of vegetation that causes ecological imbalances, (iii)
destruction of aquatic environment in nearby lakes, streams, and reservoirs caused by
erosion and/or deposition of sediment damaging the spawning grounds of fish, (iv)
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destruction of vegetation by burying or gullying, and (v)) development of unsightly cuts and
fills that have been riddled by uncontrolled erosion and gullying.
60.
Erosion control and slope stabilization measures will be incorporated in the
engineering design. Retaining structures will be designed to protect landslides protection.
For a long term solution to the slope stability problem, it is crucial that land degradation is
stopped. Maintaining a vegetative cover in the mountain areas would reduce erosion through
run-offs, land and mud slides. Planting of native species of trees and landscaping along the
roads, as appropriate, should be considered in the design.
61.
Construction activities in hilly areas should be taken up only during dry season. To
the extent feasible, the length and steepness of cut and fill slopes will be minimized
particularly at borrow and spoil sites. Topsoil of cultivated land used for temporary work
areas, in particular the borrow sites, will be stripped off and stockpiled, to be replaced when
the construction is completed and the cultivated land rehabilitated.
62.
During operation, silt load in the rivers is expected to be insignificant due to slope
protection structures installed.
3.

Water

63.
Project roads cross a number of small streams and rivers and could affect the
surface runoff flow pattern. Significant impacts on water quality is not expected in all
subprojects since the Project will not involve bridge works. However, there is a potential for
hydrocarbon leakage and spills from paints; discharge of sewerage from work camps to the
water resources; or percolation through seepage and contamination of the local water table.
64.
To mitigate this, (i) open surface will be covered by grasses and creepers to reduce
wash-away material; (ii) hydrocarbons will be stored in secure, impermeable, and bounded
compounds away from surface waters and all contaminated soil will be properly handled. As
a minimum, these areas will be contained such that any spills can be immediately contained
and cleaned up. Any petroleum products used in the preparation of bitumen mixes must also
be carefully managed to avoid spills and contamination of the local water table; (iii)
construction and work sites will be equipped with sanitary latrines that do not pollute surface
waters and contractors will submit a simple sewage management plan; Sediment laden
construction water will be discharged into settling lagoons or tanks prior to final discharge;
and (vii) drainage system will be periodically cleared so as to ensure adequate storm water
flow.
4.

Air Quality

65.
During construction, air quality is likely to be degraded by exhaust emissions from the
operation of construction equipment; fugitive emissions from asphalt and concrete mixing
plants; and dust generated from haul roads, unpaved roads, exposed soils and material
stock piles.
66.
In order to mitigate these, the following will be implemented: (i) Construction
equipment will be maintained to a good standard and idling of engines will be discouraged.
Machinery causing excessive pollution (e.g., visible smoke) will be banned from construction
sites. (ii) The contractor will submit a dust suppression program prior to construction. The
plan will detail action to be taken to minimize dust generation (e.g., spraying of roads with
water, provision of vegetation cover in borrow sites after completion of extraction activities,
covering of trucks carrying construction materials and spoils), and will identify equipment to
be used. (iii) Construction materials will be stored away from the residential areas and will be
properly covered. (iv) The asphalt plants and concrete batching plants will be located at least
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1 km away from the settlements and sensitive sites such as school, hospital, etc. to avoid
direct impacts to such receptors.
5.

Noise and Vibration

67.
Operation of heavy machinery can generate high noise and vibration levels. Health
centers, schools and prayer halls are the sensitive receptors. Residential areas, in general,
are the major receptors. Strong vibrations by compaction equipment can damage nearby
houses and other structures. To prevent noise and vibration, the construction will be
restricted between 0600 to 2100 hours within 500m of settlements and 150m from sensitive
receptors (hospitals and schools).
6.

Flora

68.
Flora degradation is only expected to increase marginally as a result of road
rehabilitation. Rehabilitation work will directly cause minor degradation of the local ecology
through the clearance of small areas of vegetation (mainly grasses) at major work sites and
ancillary sites. A short-term impact on ecology along the rehabilitated road is likely to occur
in material stockpiling areas and worksites during the construction period due to minor
vegetation clearance (mainly grasses, not trees). Vegetative cover stripped from the
locations described above will be kept for landslide and slope protection.
7.

Fauna

69.
The potential impacts from construction worker camps are poaching of edible
animals and birds of the locality in spite of prohibitions. The contractors’ environmental
health and safety manager will be responsible for providing adequate knowledge to the
workers regarding the protection of fauna Workers will be prohibited from hunting wild
animals.
8.

Fish, Fisheries, and Aquatic Biology

70.
The main potential impacts to aquatic flora and fauna in the watercourses from the
proposed project are increased suspended solids from earthworks, sanitary discharge from
work camps and hydrocarbon spills. Mitigation measures to address these issues are the
same as those for water quality discussed above.
9.

Construction Camps

71.
Workers camps will be established during construction. These facilities will generate
wastes and if improperly handled, these could cause health problems and pollution. The
potential implications associated with housing a large number of immigrant workforce include
adverse water quality impacts arising from discharge of partially treated sewage and refuse,
public health impacts through the possible introduction of diseases not prevalent in the
surrounding areas and promotion of disease vector habitats within the temporary housing
areas, social-cultural conflicts arising from religious, cultural and behavioral discords
between immigrants and local residents, and promotion of un-aesthetic practices.
72.
Such impacts, if they materialize, will generally be short term and tolerable. Local
authorities responsible for health, religious and security shall be duly informed by the
contractor on the set up of temporary accommodation facilities so as to maintain effective
surveillance over public health, social and security matters. The site on which the
construction camps are established shall be adequately drained and have provisions for the
management of refuse and sewage generated. Detailed mitigation measures to address
impacts due to operation of workers camps are provided in the EMP (Table 19).
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10.

Community Impacts

73.
Construction worksites may place stresses on resources and infrastructure of nearby
communities. This may lead to antagonism between residents and workers. To prevent such
problems, the contractor will provide temporary worksite facilities such as health care and
eating space. In addition, a mechanism will be established that allows local people to raise
grievances arising from the construction process. Labor intensive construction and the use
of local labor during the construction will increase benefits to the local community and
resolve such conflicts. Indirectly, other sources of income in each subproject area will also
increase like leasing of office spaces, houses, spaces for temporary facilities; operation of
variety stores, food stalls, laundry shops and others. In monitoring works during construction,
community representatives will be involved during public consultation, information-educationcommunication, monitoring of project impacts, provide assistance in resolving community
concerns, coordination works and others. Traffic jams during construction will be relieved
through better coordination between the contractor, DPWH and the police. Contractors will
communicate to the public through community consultation and newspaper announcements
regarding the scope and schedule of construction, as well as certain construction activities
causing disruptions or access restrictions.
11.

Health, Safety and Hygiene

74.
Construction sites are likely to have public health impacts. Contractors will ensure
that no untreated wastewater is discharged to local water bodies and that no site-specific
landfills will be established at the construction camps. There will be a potential for diseases
to be transmitted, exacerbated by inadequate health and safety practices. Each contractor
will therefore be required to recruit an environmental, health, and safety manager (EHSM) to
address such concerns in the work sites and liaise/work with the nearby communities.
Mitigation measures include: (i) provision of adequate health care facilities within
construction sites; (ii) an environment, health and safety manager, appointed by the
contractor for each site, and first aid facilities will be made readily available; (iii) training of all
construction workers in basic sanitation and health care issues (e.g., how to avoid
transmission of sexually transmitted diseases such as HIV/AIDS), general health and safety
matters, and on the specific hazards of their work; (iv) personal protection equipment for
workers, such as safety boots, helmets, gloves, protective clothing, goggles, and ear
protection; (v) clean drinking water to all workers; (vi) adequate protection to the general
public, including safety barriers and marking of hazardous areas; (vii) safe access across the
construction site to people whose settlements and access are temporarily severed by road
construction; (viii) adequate drainage throughout the camps to ensure that disease vectors
such as stagnant water bodies and puddles do not form; and (ix) Septic tank and garbage
box will be set up in construction site, which will be periodically cleared by the contractors to
prevent outbreak of diseases. Where feasible the contractor will arrange the temporary
integration of waste collection from work sites into existing waste collection systems and
disposal facilities of nearby communities.
12.

Traffic Management

75.
During construction, the contractor is responsible for ensuring that all construction
vehicles observe speed limits on the construction sites and on public roads and to provide
adequate signage, barriers, and flag persons for traffic control. Sign postings such as ‘men
working’, ‘Keep left/right’, ‘construction ahead’, ‘speed limit’, and ‘cones around the working
area’ should be used for traffic management and road safety. Safe access for vehicles and
pedestrian around construction sites will beprovided at all times. All vehicles should be fitted
with audible warning devices when reversing.
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13.

Proper Construction Practices

76.
Prime contractors tend to use sub- contractors without ensuring that they conform to
general construction guidelines (good engineering practice and good working practices).
Such practices degrade the quality of construction as well as the benefits of the Project. To
avoid such situation, DPWH with assistance from the construction supervision consultant
(CSC) will closely supervise and monitor the contractors and sub-contractors’ conformity
with the EMP, contract procedures and specifications.
C.

Operation
1.
Air and Noise Quality

77.
Noise and vibration is generated by vehicles when passing damaged roads. With the
repaired pavement and shoulder, such impacts will be minimized. Further noise reduction
from passing vehicles could be achieved provided local traffic authorities ensure that
measures such as no blowing of horns and reducing vehicle speed along schools, hospitals
and other sensitive locations are strictly enforced. During operation phase, more benefits are
expected as a result of the asset preservation/reblocking of subproject roads. There will be
less traffic jam caused by damaged roads, hence less emissions.
2.

Road Safety

78.
Safety risks posed by increased traffic speeds due to improved roads will be
minimized by providing and maintaining traffic signs, markings and other devices to regulate
traffic at appropriate places such as along schools, residential areas, hospital, etc.
3.

Project Benefits

79.
Project roads will directly benefit over 0.55 million people located within immediate
vicinity of the roads, and other 3.6 million people located within the project districts in
following ways: (i) Increased and reliable travel services leading to greater mobility of people
and goods and comfortable traveling; (ii) Improved access to markets in larger villages and
town will help rural farmers to get better prices for their agricultural produce that eventually
generate larger rural incomes; (iii) Traders and shop keepers have easier and generally
cheaper access to wholesalers in the major towns and cities; (iv) If road improvement
significantly increases the amount of up-road traffic passing through, and a production of the
increased traffic stops in the village to purchases goods, this can increase economic activity;
and (v) The delivery to rural people of health, education and agricultural extension services
available in major towns can be improved in the region temporary employment during
construction. Improved roadside drainage also reduces the extent of local flooding in villages
adjacent to road. Labor-intensive construction will generate employment opportunities of
unskilled and semi-skilled positions, including laborers, truck drivers, cleaning and catering
etc. Tourism industry in the project areas will be improved.
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VI.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM

80.
The DPWH shall promptly address complaints of affected persons and other
stakeholders regarding the project’s environmental performance through a grievance redress
committee (GRC) at no cost to the complainant and without retribution. The GRC, which
shall be established before commencement of site works, shall be chaired by PMO to be
assisted by the ESSO. For each subproject district, the GRC shall have members
comprising representatives from the DPWH District Office, LGU at the barangay and
municipal/city levels and local NGOs (if any). Grievances can be filed in writing or verbally
with any member of the GRC. The committee will have 15 days to respond with a resolution.
If unsatisfied with the decision, the existence of the GRC shall not impede the complainant’s
access to the Government’s judicial, administrative remedies or through concerned
government agencies (e.g., Community Environment and Natural Resources Office and
Provincial Environment and Natural Reosurces Office of DENR, Regional offices of the
Environmental Management Bureau, etc.).
81.
PMO, through the DPWH District Offices, shall make public the existence of this
grievance redress mechanism through public awareness campaigns. PMO shall also set-up
a hotline number for complaints and the hotline numbers shall be publicized by placing these
on Project notice boards and at local government offices (e.g., provincial, municipal,
barangay levels).
82.
The GRC, through the ESSO, will receive, follow-up and prepare monthly reports
regarding all complaints, disputes or questions received about the Project and corresponding
actions taken to resolve the issues. These reports will be included in the semi-annual
environmental monitoring reports to be submitted by DPWH to ADB.
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VII.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

A.
Implementation Arrangements
83.
Institutions responsible for executing and monitoring the implementation of the EMP
are presented in Table 18.
Table 18: Responsibilities for EMP Implementation
Agency
Department of
Public Works and
Highways (DPWH)

Existing ADB
Project
Management Office
(PMO)

Environment and
Social Sector Office
(ESSO) of DPWH

Detailed Design
Consultant (DDC)

Construction
Supervision
Consultant (CSC)

Responsibilities
• Executing agency with overall responsibility for project construction and
operation
• Ensure that sufficient funds are available to properly implement the EMP
• Ensure that Project implementation complies with Government
environmental policies and regulations
• Ensure that the Project, regardless of financing source, complies with the
provisions of the EMP and ADB Safeguard Policy Statement 2009 (SPS)
• Obtain necessary environmental approval(s) from the Environmental
Management Bureau and/or other concerned governmnet agencies prior to
commencement of civil works
• Ensure that tender and contract documents for design, supervision and civil
works include the relevant EMP requirements
• Establish an environmental grievance redress mechanism, as described in
the IEE, to receive and facilitate resolution of affected peoples' concerns
• Submit semi-annual monitoring reports on EMP implementation to ADB
•
• Project management office with direct responsibility for the implementation
of civil works, engineering designs and project coordination.
• Ensure that EMP design measures are incorporated in the detailed design
• Ensure that EMP provisions are strictly implemented and monitored during
various project phases (design/pre-construction, construction and operation)
to mitigate environmental impacts to acceptable levels
• Include relevant provisions of the EMP in the bid and contract documents
for design, civil works and supervision
•
• Closely monitor contractor’s environmental performance and over-all
implementation of the EMP
• Prepare semi-annual environmental monitoring reports on status of EMP
implementation for submission to ADB
• Based on the results of EMP monitoring, identify environmental corrective
actions and prepare a corrective action plan, as necessary, for submission
to ADB
• Responsible for coordinating with EMB, Local Government Units (LGU), and
other concerned agencies related to environmental aspects for maintaining
project`s compliance with environmental permits.
•
• Incorporate into the project design the environmental protection and
mitigation measures identified in the EMP for the design/pre-construction
stage
• Assist PMO to ensure that all relevant mitigation and monitoring measures
from the EMP are incorporated in the bidding and contract documents for
project supervision and civil works
• . Engage environment specialists who will undertake supervision and
monitoring of EMP implementation and contractor’s environmental
preformance
• As part of day-to-day project supervision, closely supervise and monitor the
contractor’s implementation of mitigation measures specified in the EMP
• Assist PMO/ESSO in preparing semi-annual environmental monitoring
reports on status of EMP implementation. Such report will include results of
ambient environmental monitoring to be conducted by the contractors.
• In cooperation with PMO and ESSO, undertake consultations with affected
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Agency

Responsibilities
residents, village and/or district officials to encourage them to participate in
the community level environmental monitoring program. The locals shall be
allowed to freely participate during the environmental monitoring to be
conducted by the CSC and ESSO .The CSC shall provide orientation to
stakeholders on how to undertake community level monitoring using the
Environmental Monitoring Framework provided in the IEE

Contractors

•
•
•
•
•

Environmental
Management
Bureau (EMB) of
the Department of
Environment and
Natural Resources
(DENR)
ADB

•
•
•

•
•
•

Recruit qualified environmental and safety officer to ensure compliance with
environmental statutory requirements, contractual obligations and EMP
provisions
Undertake air quality and noise sampling before start of site works and twice
a year thereafter throughout construction phase as specified in the EMP
(IEE EMP Table 20). Submit corresponding report to DPWH.
Conduct field measurements for surface water quality, dust and noise as
required in the EMP
Provide sufficient funding and human resources for proper and timely
implementation of required mitigation and monitoring measures in the EMP
Implement additional environmental mitigation measures, as necessary, to
avoid, minimize and.or compensate for adverse impacts due to construction
works and related activities performed by the contractor
Review and approve environmental assessment reports required by the
Government
Undertake monitoring of the project’s environmental performance based on
their mandate

Conduct periodic site visits to assess status of EMP implementation and
over-all environmental performance of the Project
Review environmental monitoring reports submitted by the executing agency
to ensure that adverse impacts and risks are properly addressed
Publicly disclose through posting on ADB’s website environmental
monitoring reports, corrective action plans, new or updated IEE (if any)
prepared by the executing agency during project implementation

B.
Environmental Mitigation
84.
Presented in Table 19 are environmental mitigation measures to address anticipated
adverse impacts of the Project. The table also shows responsibilities for implementation of
mitigation measures and corresponding supervision and monitoring.
Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

PRE-CONSTRUCTION

Design Stage
Slope stability

Erosion and
landslides due to
unstable slopes
and run-offs

•
•
•

Incorporate erosion control and slope
stabilization measures in the engineering
design.
Retaining structures will be designed to
stabilize areas prone to erosion and
landslides.
If appropriate, landscaping along the
roads through planting of native species of
trees and other vegetation will also be
considered in the design.

DDC

DPWH,
PMO, ESSO
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Bid and Contract Documents
EMP
Adverse
implementation environmental
by contractors
impacts arising
and supervsion from works due to
consultant
non-compliance to
EMP

Mitigation measures

•

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Ensure that relevant provisions of the
EMP in terms of implementation of
environmental
mitigation
measures,
monitoring activities, supervision and
reporting are included in the bid and
contract documents for civil works and
construction supervision.

PMO, DDC,
ESSO

DPWH,
ADB

•

Establish a grevance redress mechanism
for resolution of complaints.

DPWH,
PMO, ESSO

ADB

•

The topsoil (about 15cm) will be kept and
refilled after excavation is over to
minimize the impact on productive lands.
It may be necessary to construct
temporary access roads to aggregate
sites, and place them through agricultural
lands. These temporary roads will be
made along existing farm tracks so as to
avoid losses to agricultural lands.
Contractors will be required to present
proposed construction road alignments
and hauling schedule for approval by CSC
and DPWH before construction is to
commence.
In
unavoidable
circumstances, suitable compensation will
be paid to people whose land will be
temporarily acquired for the duration of
the operations. The compensation will
cover for loss of income for the duration of
acquisition and land restoration.
As much as possible, contractors will not
use productive agricultural land. In case
this is unavoidable, the land will be
converted backto its original state after
completion of civil works. Embankments
should be monitored during construction
for signs of erosion; long-term material
stockpiles will be covered to prevent wind
erosion

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
CSC

On hill slopes and other potentially
erodible places along the roadside, native
vegetation that retards erosion will be
planted, as appropriate.
As much as possible. construction
activities in hilly areas to be taken up only
during dry season

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC

Contractors will be encouraged to recycle
reclaimed asphalt pavement in cold mixes
or aggregate in granular or stabilized
surface material for subgrade and base
layers
and
village
access
road
maintenance and to use recyclable
materials as much as possible. The

Contractor,
local officials

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

•
Environmental Complaints
Grievance
No mechanism to
redress
resolve
mechanism
environmental
complaints
CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Soil and Material
Loss of fertility of
Topsoil
arable land

•

•

Soil erosion

High suspended
solid contents of
river,
sedimentation.

•

•

Reclaimed
pavement and
spoils

Solid waste

•
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Slope Stability

Landslides

•
•
•

Quarry and Borrow Sites
Degradation of
Loss of topsoil
borrow areas
and disfigurement
of landscape,

•

material that cannot be reused will be
taken to specific official waste dumping
sites approved by the DENR.
All suitable material obtained from
roadway excavation work will be used for
construction of embankment/ earthen
shoulders.
Contractors will submit a material and
spoil plan to DPWH for approval. The
spoil plan will show the location of any
borrow pits and quarries to be used,
proposed cut locations along the project
roads, and fill and/or disposal location
sites for excess cut and excavation spoils,
and disposal sites for reclaimed asphalt
and concrete. The plan and will also
provide the timeframe and measures to be
taken to rehabilitate borrow pits, quarries,
cut slopes and disposal sites these pits
and cuts upon finalization completion of
the Projectcivil works.
To the extent feasible, the length and
steepness of cut and fill slopes will be
minimized particularly at borrow and spoil
sites.
Silt dikes and runoff ditches will be
installed where appropriate to prevent silt
from entering farmland or water bodies.
Prohibit disposal of spoils and wastes
along or in rivers and streams or other
natural drainage path.
Prohibit disposal spoils and wastes on
fragile
slopes,
irrigation
channels,
drainage, flood ways, wetland, farmland,
forest, religious or other culturally
sensitive areas or areas where a
livelihood is derived.
Dispose spoils and wastes to areas
approved by local authority and/or
concerned environmental agency.
Protect spoils disposal sites from erosion
by avoiding formation of steep slopes,
grassing and implementation of other
suitable slope stabilization measures.
Ensure that spoils disposal will not cause
sedimentation and obstruction of flow of
watercourses, damage to agricultural land
and densely vegetated areas.
Retaining structures will be constructed for
protection of landslide-prone areas.

Persons to
Implement

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,

Removal of vegetation will be done
judiciously and limited to minimum
possible extent.
Vegetative cover by planting native
species of grass and creepers will be
considered, as appropriate, for landslideprone sections.
Quarries and borrow areas to be used for
the Project should have necessary
environmental permits from concerned

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact
dust and air
pollution

Mitigation measures

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Persons to
Implement

government agencies
Priority must be given to the use of
existing quarry sites, if they are available
and suitable
Quarry sites must be selected amongst
those offering the highest ratio between
extractive capacity (both in terms of
quality) and loss of natural state
Quarry sites lying close to the alignment,
with a high level of accessibility and with a
low hill gradient, are preferred
The excavation of quarries concern area
strictly necessary for the material supply
In the case of quarries located in the
mountainous or hilly Ares, or wherever the
slopes are important, terraces are
implemented.
The
maximum
gradient
after
refurbishment of each quarry slope do not
exceed as average value 1.3. After
implementing terraces and drainage
system, a vegetal coverage is provided by
seeding grass and planting both bushes
and trees.
quarry exploitations should be avoided in
areas of importance for natural resources,
such as natural wooded and riparian
vegetation areas as well as areas which
significantly provide food and shelters for
birds and other animals
Borrow pits and quarries will be
redeveloped as per standard procedure.
Rehabilitation of quarries and borrow sites
will be undertaken immediately after
excavation to prevent soil erosion.
Redevelopment will include:
o regrading slopes to minimize
erosion,
o replacing stockpiled soil cover,
o replanting grass, shrubs, and
trees,
Quarry sites located close to the
alignment with a high level of accessibility
and low level gradient are preferred

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor
DENR, CSC

Water Resources
Operation of
quarry sites on
river banks

Sedimentation
and siltation
downstream and
riverbank
destruction

•

•
•
•

It is preferable to avoid or reduce the
sections of quarry sites located on river
bed. If it is not possible to locate quarries
out of river beds, quarry sites lying on
small rivers and streams should be
avoided. Alluvial terraces or alluvial
deposits which lie on the river beds but
not covered by water in normal
hydrological conditions, are preferred
No work will be permitted to site with fine
sediments.
The depth of excavation from the river will
be limited
Identify the riverbed, which has excessive
sediments, and limit the excavation to

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO, LGU,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

•
•

•

Siltation

Adverse effects on
channel instability

•

•

•
•

Spills from
Asphalt/
Bitumen Plants
and Trucks

Contamination of
water table or
surface drainage

•

•

•

•

ideal section and depth of the river
Permit
to
quarry
and
required
environmental clearance from concerned
government agencies will be first secured
prior to start of construction
Locate quarry site way from drinking water
intakes and tributaries used by the
community for domestic purposes
Depth and area of extraction limitation
should be imposed to prevent loose
materials disturbance that may trigger
siltation. However, in areas where flooding
is a problem, excavation should be done
in such a way that the flow of rivers is
improved.
Sediment laden construction water will be
discharged into settling lagoons or tanks
prior to final discharge and drainage
system will be periodically cleared so as
to ensure adequate storm water flow.
Increasing coverage of open surface area
by planting native grass and creepers so
that washing away of materials from
sloped surfaces would be reduced to a
significant extent.
Construction materials containing fine
particles, e.g. limestone or laterite, etc.
should be stored in an enclosure such that
sediment laden water does not drain into
nearby
watercourses,
but
rather
percolates slowly into the soil.
Sediment laden construction water will be
discharged into settling lagoons or tanks
prior to final discharge.
No untreated wastewater will be
discharged to local water bodies.
Appropriate treatment will be undertaken
to ensure that discharges will not pollute
the
surrounding
environment
and
staturory requirements are complied.
Asphalt/bitumen will not be allowed to
enter either running or dry streambeds
and nor will be disposed of in ditches or
small waste disposal sites prepared by the
contractor.
Asphalt/bitumen storage and mixing areas
must be protected against spills and all
contaminated soil must be properly
handled
according
to
government
regulations and/or acceptable standards
to ensure that this will not cause pollution
of surrounding environment.
As a minimum, asphalt/bitumen storage
areas must be contained, such that any
spills can be immediately contained and
cleaned up. Any petroleum products used
in the preparation of the asphalt/bitumen
mixture must also be carefully managed to
avoid spills and contamination of the local
water table.
Trucks used to transport asphalt/bitumen

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

shall be sealed to avoid spills.
For pavement construction, there will no
work during rainy days

Air, Noise, and Vibration
Emission from
construction
vehicles and
equipment

Health hazard to
workers and close
by residents.

•

Machinery causing excessive pollution
(e.g., visible smoke) will be banned from
construction sites.
Vehicles and machinery used for
construction
are
to
be
regularly
maintained. Idling of engines will be
prohibited.
Each vehicle related to the construction
has to have valid “Emission compliance
certification for motor vehicle” during
construction
Vehicular traffic through communities will
be avoided as far as possible. Vehicle
speeds will be kept low if they should pass
through communities.

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

•

Siting of asphalt and cement mixing plants
will be at least 1 km from sensitive
receptors such as settlements, schools,
hospital, etc. and other environmentally
sensitive areas and preferably located on
the leeward side.
•
Required environmental clearance/permits
(e.g.,
environmental
compliance
certificate)
from
the
concerned
government agency
for asphalt and
cement mixing plants should be first
secured prior to operation
• All
asphalt/bitumen preparation
and
application sites will adequate spill and fire
protection equipment available to rapidly
deal with any accidents.

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

• The contractor will submit a dust
suppression program prior to construction.
The plan will detail action to be taken to
minimize dust generation (e.g., spraying of
roads with water, vegetation cover in
borrow sites), locations where measuress
will be implemented, timeframe/frequency,
and will identify equipment to be used.
• Water will be sprayed during the
construction phase in all mixing areas
where dry materials are handled and / or
crushed, constructions sites, temporary
access roads to aggregate sites, and other
construction-related sites where high dust
levels are emitted close to sensitive
receptors (houses, school, hospital, etc.).
must be included in the dust suppression
program. A spraying schedule will be
prepared by the contractor and will serve as
the basis of a dust control program. The
Project authorities will regularly monitor this
schedule.
• Vehicles delivering materials to and from

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

•

•

•

•
Asphalt and
cement mixing
plants

•
•

Dust/Odor

Air Pollution

Noise, Dust
Air Pollution
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

Dust and noise
from borrow
pits

•
•

Noise
Dust

•
•
•
•

•

Noise from
construction
activities

Noise pollution to
the settlements.

•

•

•

the construction sites will be covered to
avoid or minimize spills and dust emission.
Mixing and crushing plants/operations will
be equipped with dust suppression devices
such as water sprays. Operators will wear
dust masks and ear protection.
Ensure provision of noise control
measures to comply with national
standards.
Watering of the earth roads close to the
settlements, use covered truck.
Secure
appropriate
environmental
permits.
The borrow and material dumping sites
must be access controlled to keep away
unauthorized entry of people, grazing
cattle and any other stray animals.
Protective gear like ear plugs will be
provided to operating personnel if they are
exposed to noise levels beyond threshold
limits.

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC

Noise standards at aggregate crushing
plants and bitumen preparation sites will
be
strictly
enforced
to
prevent
noncompliance of acceptable noise
standards 55 dBA for residential area in
the day time and 45 dBA during the night
time and 65 dBA for commercial and 75
dBA for industrial area. Maintenance of
machinery and vehicles will be enhanced
to minimize noise.
When construction is taking place at <500
m from the villages along both sides, and
the road passes within 150m of sensitive
areas such as health centers, construction
will be stopped from 21:00 to 06:00. This
will reduce nighttime noise levels.
Noise inspection will be done before
construction
equipment
enter
into
construction site. All equipment shall fulfill
the noise control requirements of the
project. Special attention shall be taken to
regular maintenance of construction
equipments for their best working
condition.

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

Hydrocarbons and other hazardous
materials (e.g., flammable, toxic, etc.) will
be transported, handled and stored
according
to
applicable
national
regulations. Such materials shall be
stored in designated sites with sufficient
provisions to avoid incidents such as
leaks, spills, etc. that could pollute the
environment and pose safety hazards.
Vehicle maintenance and refueling will be
confined to areas in construction sites
designed (with concrete flooring, drainage
leading to oil and water separator, etc.) to

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC

Waste and
Hazardous
Materials
Use of
hydrocarbon,
and other toxic
and hazardous
chemicals

Safety risks and
contamination
from harmful and
toxic chemicals
(paints, fuel and
lubricants, and
oils).

•

•
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

•

•

•

Solid waste
from
contractor’s
yard,
construction
camps, and
construction
sites

Contamination
from solid waste

•

•

•

Sewerage in
contractor’s
yard/
construction
camps

Contamination
from sewerage

•
•
•

•
•

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

contain spilled lubricants and fuels. Spill
waste will be disposed to sites approved
by the concerned government agency and
following national regulations.
Adequate precaution will be taken to
prevent
oil/lubricant/
hydrocarbon/
hazardous substances contamination of
channel beds. Spillage if any will be
immediately cleared with utmost caution
to leave no traces
All areas intended for storage of
hazardous materials will be quarantined
and provided with adequate facilities to
combat emergency situations such as fire,
spills, etc.
in compliance with all the
applicable statutory stipulation
The personnel in-charge of these sites will
be properly trained and these areas will
be access controlled and entry will be
allowed only under authorization
Hazardous wastes will be collected,
stored,
transported
and
disposed
consistent with national regulations to
ensure that these will not cause pollution
of surrounding areas.
All construction materials will be reused,
recycled or properly disposed of. All worn
out parts, equipment and empty
receptacles used to contain hazardous
materials must be removed from the site
to a proper storage location designated by
DENR.
Solid waste and garbage will be collected
in bins and disposed of daily, according to
a brief and basic waste management plan
prepared by the contractor and approved
by DPWH prior to the commencement of
civil works. This measures will be
implemented for construction camps,
workers’ camps, construction sites and
other areas/facilities related to the
contractor’s activities.
There will be no site-specific landfills
established by the contractors. All solid
waste will be collected and removed from
the work camps and disposed in local
waste disposal sites.
Primary treatment will be carried out if
needed by larger camps
Prior to initiating work, the contractor will
present a simple sewage management
plan to the DPWH for approval.
Sewage to be discharged into soak pits or
municipal
sewers
when
possible;
construction camps to be located away
from rivers.
Septic tank/sanitary latrines must be
provided at each construction campsite
and construction field.
Construction
materials,
including
chemicals such as oils and paintings, shall

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

not be stocked near streams and drinking
water well. Construction materials shall be
covered with enough tarpaulin and looked
after by special person, and shall be
protected from entering into water body
accompanied with rainwater.
The formation of standing water on
construction sites often leads to the
spread of insect-borne diseases such as
malaria. Therefore there must be a
vigorous program by the contractor to
avoid such standing waters; including
removal of old materials such as used
tires and storage drums, provision of
adequate drainage, etc.

Ecological Environment
Flora

Minor vegetation
loss

•

•

•
•

•

Fauna

Impact on Fauna

•

•
Additional
mitigation
measures

Adverse impacts
due to constuction
related-activities

•

Construction vehicles will operate within
the corridor of impact, i.e., approximately
10 m to either side of the carriageway
centerline, to avoid damaging soil and
vegetation.
Avoid soil compaction around trees.
Generally the rule will be to avoid driving
heavy equipment or trucks anywhere into
the 'drip-line' of a tree (defined as
imaginary line around a tree where
rainwater falls freely to ground unimpeded
by the tree's foliage).
No trees will be removed without prior
approval of concerned government
agency.
The contractor will not use or permit the
use of wood as a fuel for the execution of
any part of the Works, including but not
limited to the heating of asphalt/bitumen
and asphalt/bitumen mixtures, and to the
extent practicable shall ensure that fuels
other than wood are used for cooking,
and water heating in all his camps and
living accommodations
Strict implementation of DPWH D.O 15,
Series of 2000: the contractor is
responsible for the tree planting and the
maintenance of planted trees during the
contract warranty period. For proper
guidance on the planting of trees on
national roads, the contractor will comply
with the provisions of DO 38 s2006.
No work camps will be located in
ecologically sensitive sites such as
protected and conservation
areas,
densely vegetated sites, etc.
Workers shall be prohibited from
hunting/trapping wildlife
In addition to the environmental mitigation
measures in the EMP, implement
corrective and/or additional measures to
avoid, mitigate or compensate for adverse
environmental impacts due to construction
works and other project-related activities

Contractor

DPWH,
DENR, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

performed by the Contractor..

Socio-economic Environment
Location of
camp sites and
storage depots

Loss of productive
land

•
•

•

•

Local road

Disturbance and
damage to local
road

•
•
•
•

•
•

Community
involvement

Stresses in the
community

•

•

•

Coordinate with LGU for identification of
construction camps
Campsites and storage depots will be
located preferably on unproductive/barren
lands. Use of agricultural lands/cultivable
lands will be discouraged. No camp sites
and material storage sites in protected
and conservation forests
Ensure abandonment of construction
camp after the completion of the project. If
required, donate work camp buildings as
public facilities such as schools, barangay
center, hospitals etc.
Upon completing the work, shall leave the
work area, construction camps and other
facilities in a clean, neat, and orderly
condition.
All existing roads will be maintained in
traffic worthy condition and uninterrupted
movement of traffic will be maintained.
Traffic will be diverted for safe and smooth
movement of the traffic
Access to all the roadside properties will
be properly maintained
A grievance redress committee will be
formed in association with affected
population before starting the civil work
and advance notice must be given to the
community
about
the
construction
schedule.
Repair the damaged local roads to their
original condition after project completion.
Construction vehicles shall use temporary
roads constructed for the purpose to
minimize damage to agricultural land and
local access roads. Where local roads are
used, they will be repaired to their original
condition after the completion of work.

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
LGU, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

Construction
worksites
may
place
stresses on resources and infrastructure
of nearby communities. The contractor will
provide temporary worksite facilities such
as health care, eating space, and praying
places.
Local authorities responsible for health,
religious and security shall be duly
informed on the set up of temporary
accommodation facilities so as to maintain
effective surveillance over public health,
social and security matters.
Provide road signage and awareness
display boards at the archaeological and
religious places located along the Project
roads. These will alert construction
workers and road users.

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures
•

•
•

•
•

•

Traffic Safety

Road accidents

•
•
•
•

Traffic jams
and congestion

Social havoc

•

•

•

•

Improve road safety by installation of
traffic control facilities, including roadside
concrete barriers, sidewalks, road signs,
and street lights within settlements; and
provision of safe pedestrian facilities like
shoulders and footpaths.
Establish grievances redress committee.
Organize
a
Community
Level
Environmental Monitoring.
Prior to
commencement of site works, the
Construction Supervision Consultant shall
undertake consultations with affected
residents, village and/or district officials to
encourage them to participate in the
community level environmental monitoring
program. Community representatives shall
be nominated by the residents during
these consultations. The locals should be
allowed to freely participate during the
environmental monitoring to be conducted
by the CSC and PMO .The CSC shall
orient the representatives on how to
undertake
monitoring
using
an
environmental monitoring framework.
Labor intensive construction and the use
of local labor are recommended.
At least 50% hiring of unskilled labor &
30% of skilled labor from the local
residents are to be hired (RA6685 and
DPWH department order 51 series of
1990)
Contractors will communicate to the public
through community consultation and
newspaper announcements regarding the
scope and schedule of construction, as
well as certain construction activities
causing disruptions or access restrictions
Control speed of construction vehicles
through road safety education and fines.
Allow adequate traffic flow around
construction areas.
Provide adequate signage, barriers and
flag persons for traffic control to alert the
construction workers and road users
Provide sufficient lighting at night within
and in the vicinity of construction sites.
As much as possible, road works will be
confined to one half of the road width at
each section to provide access to
pedestrian
and
vehicles
during
construction works
Communicate to the public through
community consultation and newspaper
announcements regarding the scope and
schedule of construction, as well as
certain construction activities causing
disruptions or access restrictions.
Appropriate traffic diversion schemes shall
be implemented to avoid inconvenience
due to project operations to present road
users, particularly during night time
Proper diversion schemes will be

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO, CSC,
DPWH and
Police

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
CSC,DPWH
and Police
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•
•

Contract
procedures
and
specifications

Faulty
construction

Worker’s
health, safety,
and hygiene

Health impact due
to absence of or
insufficient
provisions on
sanitation, safety
and other
ameneties

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

implemented to ensure smooth traffic flow
and minimize accidents, traffic hold ups
and congestion
The diversion signs would be bold and
clearly visible particularly at night
Any vehicles or equipment being used for
the works must be parked off the
carriageway
Contractors’
conformity
with
EMP,
contract procedures, specifications, good
practices during construction.
Main contractors are responsible for
ensuring that subcontractors conform to
EMP, general construction guidelines
(good engineering practice and standard
good working practices).
Each
contractor
shall
recruit
an
environmental health and safety manager
(EHSM) to ensure proper implementation
of environmental mitigation measures and
monitoring plan specified in the EMP.
Provision of adequate health care/first aid
and
fire
fighting
facilities
within
construction sites
Make certain that there is good drainage
at all construction areas, to avoid creation
of stagnant water bodies, including water
in old tires especially in urban areas.
Contractor will provide training to all
construction workers in basic sanitation
and health care issues (e.g., how to avoid
transmission of sexually transmitted
diseases such as HIV/AIDS), general
health and safety matters, and on the
specific hazards of their work;
Provide adequate sanitation and waste
disposal at construction sites.
Provide adequate health care for workers
and locate worksites away from sensitive
areas.
Contractor will not hire children and
pregnant women
Provide
education
to
construction
personnel on preventing contracting the
disease, protective measures and disease
control
Provide construction personnel with
necessary self-protection devices, such as
safety helmet, earplug and other safety
protection devices where necessary.
All work sites will be equipped with
latrines. All toilet facilities will be at least
300m from water sources or existing
residences. Sanitary wastes will be
disposed depending on the size of the
work camps, (1) Small treatment facilities
(for large work camps), (2) on-site storage
and disposal to municipal disposal
systems (when camps are located close
to municipalities) or (3) septic tanks with
ground seepage (smaller work camps not
located adjacent to watercourses). Any

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
DENR, CSC
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue

Potential Impact

Mitigation measures

•
•

•

Public safety

Accidents due to
constructionrelated activities

•

•
•

•

•

HIV/AIDS and
STD

Spread to the
community along
the corridors.

•

•

untreated discharge to local watercourses
will be prohibited.
Drinking water will meet national drinking
water quality standards and it will be
treated if it exceeds standards
The construction camps will have
rationing
facilities
particularly
for
kerosene/LPG so that dependence on
firewood for cooking is avoided to the
extent possible
The construction camps will have inhouse community/common entertainment
facilities. Dependence of local
entertainment outlets by the construction
camps will be discouraged/prohibited to
the extent possible
Install barriers (e.g., temporary fence) at
construction areas to deter pedestrian
access to the roadway except at
designated crossing points.
Set up enclosures at construction site and
other dangerous place to prevent the
public from trespassing.
The general public/local residents shall
not be allowed in high-risk areas, e.g.,
excavation sites and areas where heavy
equipment is in operation and such sites
have a watchman to keep public out.
Speed restrictions shall be imposed on
Project vehicles and equipment when
traveling within 50 m of sensitive
receptors (e.g. residential, schools,
temples, etc.).
Upon completion of construction works,
borrow areas will be backfilled (if suitable
materials are available, e.g., excavation
spoils), fenced, dewatered and provided
with adequate drainage and stable slopes.
All construction workers will be adequately
trained in basic sanitation and health care
issues (e.g., how to avoid transmission of
sexually transmitted diseases such as
HIV/AIDS).
Group consultation will be done to create
awareness among the community about
these diseases.

Persons to
Implement

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor

Contractor

ESSO,
PMO,
DPWH,
CSC

PMO

PMO and
DPWH

PMO

PMO and
DPWH

DPWH

PMO

Operational Phase
Dust and Air
Pollution

Air Pollution

•
•

Noise

Noise pollution

•

Road Safety

Road accidents

•
•

Maintain and clean roads properly.
Emission testing of vehicles and enforce
servicing of ill maintained vehicles.
Preventing blowing of horns and reducing
vehicle speeds near schools , hospitals
and
other sensitive
areas
traffic
intersections should be implemented by
local authorities
Properly maintain road signs and
markings, information display board and
streetlights.
Police or traffic enforcer must be assigned
to regulate traffic in thickly populated
areas.
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Table 19: Environmental Mitigation Measures
Issue
Improved
access

Potential Impact
Exploitation of
natural resources
in the area,
quarrying and
mining

•

Ensure that existing environmental
management policies are effectively
implemented and proper coordination
involves different agencies

•

Responsible institutional order and
existing regional development policies
prevail.
Adherence to land use and zoning
regulations

Unplanned
urbanization
•
Increased
business potential
Increased delivery
of agricultural and
marine products

Persons to
Implement

Mitigation measures

•

Encourage
centers

•

Improvement of ports to accessibility and
convenience to fisherman and farmers

Tourism

business

in

Persons to
Supervise
and Monitor
LGU, DENR

DPWH,
NHA, LGU
LGU, NHA,
HLURB
DTI, LGU

designated
DOT, LGU

•

Promote tourism in the area through
advertisement from the local and
nationwide venue. Improve the tourist
centers in the area, beaches etc.
CSC=Construction Supervision Consultant, DPWH=Department of Public Works and Highways, DENR=
Department of Environment and Natural Resources, DOT=Department of Tourism, DTI=Department of Trade and
Industry, EHSM=Environmental and Health Safety Manager of Contractor, HLURB=Housing and Land Use
Regulatory Board, LGU=Local Government Unit, NHA=National Housing Authority

C.
Environmental Monitoring
85.
Table 20 presents the environmental monitoring activities to be undertaken during
various project phases. Monitoring of the contractor’s environmental performance in terms of
implementation of mitigation measures during construction phases shall be undertaken by
the ESSO with support from CSC. The contractors shall also conduct ambient
measurements (dust and noise) before and during implementation of civil works. The ESSO
shall be assisted by CSC in preparing semi-annual environmental monitoring reports which
will also include results of ambient sampling undertaken by the contractors. Such report will
be submitted by DPWH to ADB and will be publicly disclosed on ADB’s website. The
monitoring reports shall describe in detail status of EMP implementation and compliance
issues as well as corrective actions, if any.
86.
The CSC in cooperation with ESSO during project implementation will be required
organize a community level environmental monitoring. Prior to commencement of site works,
the CSC shall undertake consultations with affected residents, barangay (village) and/or
district officials to encourage them to participate in the community level environmental
monitoring program. The locals shall be allowed to freely participate during the
environmental monitoring to be conducted by the CSC and ESSO .The CSC shall provide
orientation on how to undertake monitoring using the Environmental Monitoring Framework
shown below:

COMMUNITY LEVEL CONSTRUCTION MONITORING FORM
Subproject Name:
Subproject Location:
Reporting Period:
Impact / Mitigation

Village Representative

Community
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Measure

Comments

Comments

Recommendations
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Signature of Village Representative:
Date:

Table 20: Environmental Monitoring Measures
Activities

Responsible to
Implement Activity

Location

Means of Monitoring

Schedule/Frequency
of Monitoring

Responsible to
Supervise and
Monitor

Pre-construction
1.

Inclusion of EMP detailed design
phase requirements in the bid and
contract documents for detailed
design consultant

DPWH, PMO

Review of bid and
contract documents

Prior to issuance of
bid and contract
documents

ESSO, ADB

2.

Completion of detailed design in
accordance with EMP
requirements

DDC

Review of detailed
design documentation

Prior to approval of
detailed design

DPWH, PMO,
ESSO

3.

Inclusion of EMP in bid and
contract documents for project
supervision and civil works

PMO, DDC

Review of bid and
contract documents

Prior to issuance of
bid and contract
documents

ESSO, ADB

4.

Establishment of grievance
redress mechanism (GRM) by
DPWH

DPWH, PMO

Confirm GRM is
established and
disclosed to the public

Prior to start of site
works

ESSO, ADB

As indicated in IEE
EMP Table 19 for
specific mitigation
measures (e.g.,
subproject road,
access road, borrow
sites,
construction/workers’
camps, etc.)

Site visit, interviews with
local residents,
coordination with
concerned agencies
(e.g., LGUs, EMB
regional offices, etc.)

Monthly and as part of
regular project
supervision

ESSO, CSC

Construction
5.

Implementation of construction
phase environmental mitigation
measures specified in IEE EMP
Table 19.

Contractor

6.

Ambient air quality (total
suspended particulates and
PM10) and noise to be compared
to applicable national standards

Contractor

Major settlements
affected by dust and
noise emissions due
to project-related
activities (at least 2
locations per
subproject road)

Field sampling

Once before
commencement of
construction works
and subsequently 2
times a year

ESSO and CSC to
ensure that
ambient sampling
is done by
Contractor

7.

Ambient sampling for other

Contractor

Other locations to

Field sampling

In response to

ESSO and CSC to

Random checks and
to validate complaints
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Activities

Responsible to
Implement Activity

Location

parameters to be sampled, as
appropriate, to validate complaints
and pollution event(s) due to
project activities

Means of Monitoring

validate complaints or
where pollution
occurred due to the
project (e.g., fuel spill)

Schedule/Frequency
of Monitoring

Responsible to
Supervise and
Monitor

complaints

ensure that
ambient sampling
is done by
Contractor

87.
A budget (Table 21) in the amount of$326,535 is allocated for performing monitoring
activities during construction phase including Information, Education and Communication.
The said amount will part of the project admisnitration cost to be borne by DPWH. In-house
Environmental Specialists of the DPWH can perform the activity for three (3) years. The cost
for the proposed construction phase mitigation measures is incorporated in the civil works
while the cost for engaging an environment specialist under the CSC will be included in the
over-all CSC budget.
Table 21: Total Environmental Cost
1.Item

2. Item Name/

3. Total Quantity and Unit

Description
Environmental
and
Social Safeguards
Price
No.

Name/Description
Materials

A

of

Unit

Quantity

Unit Cost

Environmental Officer

Mo

122

$652

$79,544

ESO-Aide

Mo.

122

$326

$39,772

Utility

Mo.

122

$217

$26,474

Community
Monitoring Team

Mo.

122 (6)

$87 (6)

Amount

$63,684

(Average:6 members)
Sub- total A
B

$209,474

Materials
Consumables
Reporting
Monitoring

for
and

Mo.

122

$217

$26,474

122

$130.4

$15,909

26

$978

$25,428.

P10,000/mo.
(Environmental
Staff shown above)

Mo.
P6,000/mo/
Community
Monitoring Team)
Routine
Periodic
Monitoring (air/noise)

Period
(Once
before
commencement of
construction
activities
and
subsequently
2
times a year at 2
locations
per
subproject)
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Sub-total B
C

Information, Education, Communication (IEC)

Total A, B, C
D

Contingency (10% of subtotal, A+B+C+D)
Grand Total (A+B+C+D)

$ 67,811
$19,565

$296,850
$29,685
$326,535

Rate of Peso used= P46 per U.S. Dollar

88.
The DPWH/PMO shall submit the following environmental reporting documentation to
ADB:
•

Environmental Monitoring Reports: Semi-annual environmental monitoring reports
will be submitted by DPWH/PMO to ADB. The report, which will be prepared by
ESSO with assistance for CSC, will provide the following information:
a) Background/context of the monitoring report (adequate information on the
project, including physical progress of project activities, scope of monitoring
report, reporting period, and the monitoring requirements including frequency of
submission as agreed upon);
b) Changes in project scope and adjusted safeguard measures, if applicable;
c) Qualitative and quantitative monitoring data;
d) Monitoring parameters/indicators and methods based on the monitoring
plan/program in the EMP;
e) Monitoring results compared against previously established benchmarks and
compliance status (e.g., national environmental emission and ambient standards
and/or standards set out in the WB’s EHS guidelines; timeliness and adequacy
of environmental mitigation measures; budget for implementing EMP, timeliness
and adequacy of capacity building, etc.);
f) Results of baseline ambient environmental sampling (e.g., air quality and noise)
and subsequent ambient sampling to be undertaken by contractors as specified
in the EMP (results to be compared to appliable standards);
g) Monitoring results compared against the objectives of safeguards or desired
outcomes documented (e.g. environmental impacts avoided or minimized, etc.);
h) If noncompliance or any major gaps identified, include a corrective action plan;
i) Records on disclosure of monitoring information to affected communities;
j) Identification of key issues, or complaints from affected people, or
recommendations for improvement;
k) Monitoring adjustment measures recommended based on monitoring
experience/trends and stakeholders response;
l) Information about actual institutional arrangement for implementing the
monitoring program/plan provided or adjusted, as may be required;
m) Proposed items of focus for the next report and due date.

•

Project Completion Report: Three years after completion of construction,
DPWH/PMO shall submit a Project Completion Report which will include the overall
environmental performance of the Project.

D.
Capacity Building of ESSO and Other Implementing Agencies
89.
All implementing and supervision agencies of RIIDP require capacity building for a
better understanding of road related environmental issues and strengthen their role in
implementation of mitigation measures and subsequent monitoring. Training for these
agencies is crucial for proper environmental monitoring specified in the IEE. The primary
focus of training is to enable the staff to carry out environmental monitoring, implement
environmental management plans and conduct environmental impact assessments. After
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participating in such training, the participants will be able to make brief environmental
assessments of their respective projects, conduct monitoring of EMP implementation, and
incorporate environmental features into future project designs, specifications and
tender/contract documents.
90.
A brief review of institutional assessment and capacity building measures conducted
under NRIMP (National Road Improvement and Management Program) are given below.
•

Capacity building measures included in the NRIMP 1 project:
a) Pilot application of the IROW Management System to fine tune procedures, time
estimates and costs (Region III)
b) Acquire IROW tracking system, photomontage software, and EIA modeling
software
c) Trainers training, staff training, and on the job training on preparation of
environment, social and IROW reports, monitoring, public consultation, public
hearing, negotiation, title review, legal research of titles, IROW mapping and
management system, and Land Acquisition Plan/Resettlement Action Plan
(LAPRAP)
d) Upgrading of operating manuals and other guidelines conforming with accepted
international and Philippine conditions

•

Capacity building measures covered in the NRIMP 2:
a) consolidate the progress achieved through NRIMP 1 to strengthen ESSO
b) promote closer relation between DPWH and DENR
c) set procedures for subproject review and clearing
d) policies for acquiring land, resettlement, and rehabilitation as well as for public
consultation have been prepared.
e) capacity building programs through institutionalisation of ‘Social and
Environmental Management System (SEMS) Manual, Infrastructure Right-of-Way
(IROW) Manual, IROW Management System, and the EIA computer based
mathematical modeling. The EIA tools used in the preparation and monitoring of
projects include air and noise pollution computer based models which are directly
available for the staff through ESSO webpage.
f) training in technical skills to address social and indigenous people’s issues.

95.
Based on review of above studies and consultations held with ESSO, a capacity
building program for ESSO and other implementing agencies has been prepared for RIIDP.
The environmental aspect of the proposed capacity building program will include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Continuation of the initiatives on accreditation of ESSO to ISO 140001
(environmental Management System) to its regional counterparts;
Procure ambient sampling instruments such as air, noise, and water samplers,
and train the ESSO and its counterparts on the usage of such instruments;
Broadening the capacity building on EIA by reaching out to the district
engineering offices; and
Facilitatation of training abroad and achievement of membership in the
International Association for Impact Assessment of ESSO and counterpart
staff.

91.
A budget of US$753,060 has been proposed for this capacity building program which
will cover environmental and social safeguards. An outline terms of reference (ToR) for the
capacity building program is presented in Annex A.
VIII.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION
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A.
Stakeholder Consultations
92.
The IEE process included stakeholder participation and consultation to help DPWH
achieve public acceptance of the Project. Consultations were held in all project provinces
during social and environmental field studies through interviews and meetings with the
affected people, provincial environmental agencies, and DPWH regional and district offices.
In addition, detailed interviews were conducted all along all the subproject roads with
chairpersons of all the villages (Barangays) along the subprojects, municipal planning and
development officers (MPDO), municipal engineers (MPDC), and municipal mayors of the
municipalities in the Project areas using a structured questionnaire. The objective these
detailed interviews are to assess the awareness/ knowledge of the stakeholders about the
Project and their perception of the consequential impacts of the Project on social and
environmental resources. Chairpersons of the Barangays (in particular) and municipal
officers (in general) are familiar with the local social situations and their views generally
reflects the overall perception of the various stakeholders in the subproject areas. A total of
82 people were consulted through these interviews. 49 of them are Barangays chairpersons,
13 are municipal engineers, 6 are municipal/city planning officers, 2 are representatives of
transport groups, 3 are residents, 4 are DPWH Personnel and 5 are municipal mayors. 57 of
the respondents are male and 25 are female. During these consultations, the Consultant
has made presentation of the Project describing the objective of the consultations, project
description, proposed civil works, and anticipated environmental impacts and their mitigation
measures. At the end of the meetings, the participants were given questionnaires to express
their views and concerns of the Project. Details of the consultations and issues raised
during these consultations are given in Table 22. Details and names of the participants
participated in the consultations are given in Annex B.
93.
The Consultations went very well and effective and the discussions were
documented. The results of the consultation were positive, with people considering that the
road will bring significant economic benefits to the region and increase trade flows. No major
concerns were raised during these consultations except issues related to road safety, the
quality of the construction and proper engineering practices during construction, pedestrian
lines, additional road safety signs in school areas, involvement of local people during
construction, and transparency in construction work.
Table 22: Details of Public Consultations
Date

Venue

Groups
represented
and number
1. Butuan – Cagayan de Oro - Illigan Road
Barangay
Feb 17Barangay
Chairperson
20,2009
Halls/
-7
Municipal
Municipal
Mayor’s
Engineer -1
Office
Municipal
Mayor -1

Project Benefits &
Environmental
Issues/Concerns Raised

How issues raised will be
addressed under the Project

Most of the participants are
aware of the project and are
favor of the Project and
expected to bring significant
development (businesses and
industries) to the area there by
generating more employment
and increasing the real-estate
value.

Air pollution and noise mitigation
measures, and road safety are
included in the IEE and
contractors are responsible to
comply with the mitigation
measures proposed in IEE.
Air and noise quality will be
improved due to better road
conditions. Road safety will be
improved under the Project due
to pavement markings and
shoulders improvement.
A budget is provided for road
safety campaign and
enhancement of the traffic
accident reporting system in the
project areas.

Major concerns are road
safety, noise and air pollution
during construction and
operation stages of the project

2. Iloilo – Capiz Road ( old route)
Municipal
Feb 11Barangay
Engineer -3
12, 2009
Halls/
Barangay
Municipal

The participants appreciated
the project and said the
project will not only useful for
community along the project,

The project design considered
traffic growth rate for next 20
years.
Construction camps will be
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Date

Venue

Hall

3. Bauang –Baguio Road
Feb 5-9,
Barangay
2009
Halls/
Municipal
Hall

Groups
represented
and number
Chairperson
-8
Municipal
Mayor 1

Project Benefits &
Environmental
Issues/Concerns Raised
but for the whole province.

Municipal
Engineers -4
Barangay
Chairperson
- 11

The participants opined that
the project will provide better
access to health, education
and agricultural services and
support further infrastructure
development projects.

Major concerns are the project
might increase traffic, and
community impacts due to
construction works and camps.

The concerns are landslides in
hilly sections, and land
acquisition and compensation.

4. Olongapo – Bugallon Road
Mar 5 -6,
Municipal
2009
Hall

Planning
Officer 1
Municipal
Engineers -2

5. Dipolog –Oroquieta City Road
Dapitan
Feb 19Planning
City and
20, 2009
Officer- 1
the Munici
Barangay
st
of Rizal 1
Chairperson
District
-15
Mayors -2
Dipolog
City and
the Muni of
Katipunan
nd
2 District
6. Bukidnon- Cotabato Road
Municipal
Feb 27Hall
28, 2009
Barangay
Hall

Municipal
Enginners.-2
Barangay
Chairperson
-5

7. Palo-Carigara – Ormoc Road and
8. Daang Maharlika Road
Mar 6 &
Municipal
Municipal
7, 2009 Halls
Engineers -4

How issues raised will be
addressed under the Project
established in consultation with
LGUs to avoid conflicts with
local communities. Contractors
will strictly comply with
mitigation measures provided in
the IEE to avoid impacts on local
community during construction
works.
Retaining walls are proposed in
the civil works to control soil
erosion. No land acquisition is
required for right of way.
However there might be some
land acquisition is required for
siting of construction works and
camps. Land acquisition and
resettlement framework has
been prepared for the project
and compensation will be paid
accordingly.

The project will generate more
employment opportunities by
attracting more business and
industries.
The quality of construction
works should be properly
monitored.

Construction supervision
consultants will supervise the
quality of construction works.

The project will improve the
economy of the area though
better access, increase of real
estate, more community
development projects.

National Housing Authority
(NHA), Housing and Landuse
Regulatory Board (HLURBL)
and LGU are responsible for
landuse planning and planned
urbanization. Strict adherence to
landuse and zoning regulations
will avoid conflicts with the
informal settlers.

The project will bring more
people and settlers along the
project roads causing stress
the existing infrastructure
facilities, infringement of
natural resources and
community conflicts
The project will benefit the
community through attracting
more industries and business.
The negative impacts will be
road safety and displacement
of people.

The project doesn’t require any
land acquisition for right of way.
Land acquisition and
resettlement framework has
been prepared for the project to
address any minor land
acquisition required during
construction of civil works. The
road safety will be improved
after the project due to
maintenance of road signs and
markings, and road safety
campaigns. Traffic accident
report system will be improved
in the project areas.

The project will improve the
tourism and other business
industries in the project areas.

Labor intensive construction and
use of local labour are
recommended for the project.
Contractors should hire at least
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Date

Venue

9. Dumaguete North Road
July
City Hall,
26&28,
Barangay
2009
Hall, Site

10 Butuan City National Road
July 29&
Provincial
30, 2009
Hall,
DPWH
Regional
Office

Project Benefits &
Environmental
Issues/Concerns Raised
Local community to be hired
by the contractors during
implementation.

How issues raised will be
addressed under the Project

Brgy.
Chairman- 3
Mayor-1
Resident-2,
LGU Officer1,
Transport
Group Rep.1

The project will reduce travel
time and minimize road
accidents. Flooding will be
lessened if drainage will be
improved. Noise and dust will
be reduced. Maintenance cost
for vehicles will decrease.
Quality of products could be
preserved, hence, more profit
can be generated.

Road markings, safety signs and
drainage should be taken into
consideration during the design
and implementation stage.

Residents
/Rep.Transp
ort Group-2,
DPWH
Personnel-4

The project will benefit the
people relative to travel time.
Road accident will be reduced.

Road markings and traffic signs
should be included in the
project. Provision of drainage
should be done to prolong the
life of the road.

Groups
represented
and number

50% of unskilled labour and
30% of skilled labour from the
local residents.

IEC should be done before and
during construction phase to
promote awareness among the
stakeholders which could
prevent additional issues to crop
up.

B.
Information Disclosure
94.
After study completion, the IEE documenting the mitigation measures and
consultation process will be submitted to ADB for posting on their website, DPWH, all
affected Barangay offices, the Community Environment and Natural Resource Offices
(CENRO), provincial environmental and natural resource officers (PENRO), and DPWH
regional offices, which will make them available to the public. More informal and vigorous
level of disclosure and consultation will be done during implementation through:
• The preparation and dissemination of a brochure in local languages, explaining the
affected peoples’ entitlements and the procedures for obtaining compensation for
temporary disturbances, trees, crops, and land for construction camps and recording
grievances; and
• Setting up a formal grievance redress committee with a representation from the affected
people. Field consultant in association with the Contractor will be responsible for
managing the effective grievance redress program.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

95.
The present IEE reviewed the general environmental profile of 10 subprojects,
covering about 359 km roads and screened them to assess potential impacts. The IEE
reveals that no major negative environmental impacts are likely to occur due to the
construction activities and normal operations after the proposed rehabilitation.
Implementation of appropriate mitigation measures during construction and operation
phases will minimize the negative impacts of the Project to acceptable levels. To ensure that
these mitigation measures are implemented and negative impacts avoided, the measures
will be included in the civil works bid and contract specifications of the Project.
96.
The major positive impact of the Project will be economic and better accessibility.
The project will directly benefit over 5.1 million people located within the project districts by
providing improved access and economic development. The project would also benefit the
environment in terms of reduced soil erosion and landslides through slope stabilization
measures and construction of retaining structures. Dust generation from the damaged roads
will be reduced by the improvement of pavement. Health risk to the roadside communities
and damage to the biological environment will be reduced due to pavement improvement
and soil erosion control measures. Extent of flooding in road side villages will be reduced by
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the improvement of drains. Road safety will be improved by stabilizing unstable sections,
installing road safety barriers including proper traffic engineering signs and display boards.
97.
The Project will have overall beneficial impact and will have minor negative impacts
that will be carefully monitored and adequately mitigated through implementation of the EMP.
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Annex A
OUTLINE TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTING SERVICES
FOR
CAPACITY BUILDING IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT
A.

Background

1.
A capacity building program in environmental and social impact assessment and
management has been prepared for ‘Road Improvement and Institutional Development
Project (RIIDP) after review of similar training programs conducted under the National
Road Improvement and Management Program (NRIMP) Project. The overall objective of
this technical assistance (TA) is to strengthen the DPWH as an institution by enhancing
the efficiency and integrity of the social and environmental safeguards. The proposed TA
will (a) update environmental and social impact assessment and management
procedures, (b) update the existing Infrastructure Right-of-Way (IROW) and Social
Environmental Management System (SEMS) manuals, and (c) conduct capacity building
programs to improve the capability of ‘road staff’ at all levels in carrying out impact
assessment and management for road projects, ‘Road staff’ include those in DPWH
(including ESSO, IROW and related colleagues), and those in the regions/districts and
projects (DPWH, DENR, EMB, LGU, Design and Supervision Consultants, and
Contractors). The training programs will be conducted in all 13 regions (CAR, I, III, IV-A,
V, VI, VI-A, VII, VIII, IX, X, XII and XIII). This will be done through a program of technical
assistance and training over a period of 24 months.

B.

Objectives of the Services

2.
The objective of the services are: (a) update the IROW manual and SEMS Manual
procedures and to conform with the environmental management system that complies
with international standards; (b) review of the capacity building programs carried out
under NRIMP project to strengthen ESSO and related colleagues in DPWH and assess
further training needs; (c) identify knowledge and skills and areas that need to be
strengthened in terms of training for ESSO and Infrastructure Right-of-Way (IROW) Staff
on Social Impact Assessment (SIA) and Right-of-Way (ROW) acquisition skills; (d) to
develop and deliver training program on environmental and social impact management;
(e) to provide and deliver training on environmental monitoring and reporting during
implementation; (f) enhance/update software for right–of-way management system (IRMS)
developed under NRIMP I; (g) further develop the existing ESSO Webpage for easy
access of date and information within the DPWH and sharing of information with other
government agencies; and (h) develop the ESSO/IROW core group and form it into a
Trainer’s Training Unit.
C.

Scope of Work

3.

Task 1: Capacity Building of ESSO and IROW
The purpose of this task is to strengthen institutional capability of ESSO and
IROW staff and developing a core group Trainer’s Training unit. This will be done
through (a) update of the existing SEMS/IROW policies, procedures, and manuals;
(b) further training in EIA, air, and noise modeling software procured under NRIMP;
(c) further update/enhancement of IROW Management System developed under
NRIMP I; (d) further develop the existing ESSO Webpage for easy access of date
and information within the DPWH and sharing of information with other
government agencies; and (e) procurement of air, noise and water quality
monitoring equipment to strengthen ESSO’s environmental management system.

•
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•
4.
•

•

•

The training programs in this task will be carried out as on the job training program
to the national ESSO and IROW staff.
Task 2: Training on Environmental and Social Impact Assessment:
The purpose of this task is to develop and deliver a training program on
environmental and social management to the main stakeholders, in order to
achieve environmentally and socially sound road developments through
strengthening capabilities in planning, designing and implementing aspects.
The targeted participants attending the training will be from regional and district
DPWH staff (including ESSO and IROW staff), provincial DENR and EMB staff,
environmental specialists of LGU, design and supervision consultants procured
under RSIDP, community representatives and other related Institutions.
The training course will be five days long and the number of participants for each
batch/session will not be more than 35 persons). Training program will be carried
out in all 13 project regions.

5.
Task 3: Training on Environmental/Social Monitoring and Reporting for
Construction Implementation Personnel:
• This training program will train all the stakeholders involved in the implementation
works of RSIDP.
• For this purpose, 2 days workshop/training will be conducted for the participants
from Supervision Consultants, Contractor, regional and district DPWH staff
(including ESSO and IROW staff), provincial DENR and EMB staff, environmental
specialists of LGU, community representatives other related institutions.
• The number of participants for the workshop/training in each location will be a
maximum of 35 persons and the workshops will be conducted in 13 project
regions.
6.
Based on the above scope of works, the consultant will carry out the following
activities:
• Update SEMS/IROW manuals, IROW management system, and ESSO webpage
• Develop core group of Trainer’s Training unit and provide on the job training
program
• Undertake training need assessment for road development stakeholders including
the implementation / construction personnel.
• Prepare a staff training plan and associated materials (modules).
• Conduct two types of training.
• Evaluate the trainings.
• Modify the training modules as necessary.
• Hand over the final training modules to the project manager for use in future
training.
• Prepare training reports.
A.

Organization and Staffing

7.
The services are expected to be provided over a 24 month period by a team
comprising one environmental specialist/team leader, one social/IROW specialist, one
training delivery specialist, one curriculum/material development specialist, one legal
advisor and one IT specialist. These professionals are supported by 3 administrative staff.
Details of proposed professionals and their required input are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Details of Proposed Consultants
No
Experts
A. Key Professional Staff
1. Environmental Specialist/Team Leader
2. Social and IROW Specialist
3. Training Delivery Specialist
4. Curriculum/Material Development Specialist
5. Legal Advisor
6. IT Analyst/Specialist
B. Administrative Staff
7. Secretary
8. Computer Operator
9. Copy machine operator/messenger

1

Input
(Man Months)

1
1
1
1

24
24
24
12
10
12

1
1
1

24
24
24

Environmental Specialist/Team Leader:

•

•

•

•

The environmental specialist will be the team leader and must have a minimum of
10 years experience in environmental and social management training in relation
to road infrastructure projects. The specialist must possess a relevant degree
preferably Masters in Civil Engineering or Masters in Environmental Studies.
He/she should have extensive capacity building programs and knowledge in
training module preparation. The Team Leader will be directly involved with the
management and coordination of planning, programming, implementing, and
monitoring activities of training organization and be conversant with training
management system, delivery methodologies, evaluation techniques and project
related training.
In general, he/she will hold the overall responsibility for the completion of all tasks
as described in these TOR. Responsibilities include the establishment of close
cooperation and good working relationship with ESSO Project Officer, the related
government agencies, and other organizations that have a relation to the project.
The team leader must possess a remarkable proficiency in English, both oral and
written, in order to be able to communicate well with the funding agency and to
produce quality reports and materials in English.
Social/IROW Specialist:

•

•

The social/IROW specialist should have bachelor degree in social sciences and
must have at least 5 years of working experience on land and property acquisition.
He/she should have detailed knowledge of laws and issues relating land
acquisition, compensation and resettlement related to ROW, social and
environmental concerns. He/she also must have experience in qualitative and
quantitative action-oriented research methods including focus group discussion,
data and information in the IROW Application Systems and Parcellary Survey
Plan. He/she should have a good communication and reporting skills (include
skills in negotiation and conflict management).
Training Delivery Specialist:
The Training Delivery Specialist will support the Team Leader in Training Delivery.
He/she should have a minimum educational level of graduate degree in
social/environmental field with 4 years of related experience in training and some
environmental studies or analysis. The specific tasks include, but are not limited to
the following: (a) coordinate training delivery system, (b) responsible for
implementation of training, (c) responsible for revisions to the modules based on
feedback from the implementation of the courses, (d) collecting data and
information concerning the training participants, and (e) analyzing and evaluating
the training impact.
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Curriculum/Material Development Specialist
• The Curriculum Specialist/ Material Development Specialist will support the Team
Leader in Training Delivery. The Specialist will work on preparing training modules
and materials for: Social/Environmental management in General Planningfeasibility study of project and Social/Environmental management in Technical
Design-Construction of road project. He/She will have a wide range of knowledge
on procedures and processes involved in developing and/or reviewing guidelines
and curriculum based on related skill in environmental management system,
updating/design training modules and materials.
He/She will be a qualified
professional with 3 years experience in Curriculum/Material Development. He/She
will also have a knowledge and experience in the assessment methods use to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed training. The Specialist will be fully
familiar with the delivery methods employed to conduct various kinds of training
courses implemented on competency based.
Legal Advisor:
•

Legal advisor must have experience in legal research on ROW and knowledge in
laws pertaining to ROW, environment and social aspects.
IT Specialist:

•

IT specialist must have a bachelor degree in engineering in computer/information
technology or equivalent with at least 3 years of working experience in software
analysis and web page development. He/should have skills in VB, NET, Power
Builder, Sybase ASE and other related development tools. He/she should have
ability to create functional/technical specifications and user’s manual.

E.
Supervision
8.
The team will work in association with the PMO, reporting to the project director of
the PMO on a day-to-day basis. Overall supervision will be done by the ESSO.
F.
Schedule and Outputs
9.
The capacity program proposed in this ToR is a part of the overall Institutional
Capacity Building Program developed for ESSO under the RSIDP Project, which will be
implemented in next seven years. This particular program will be implemented in a 2
years period starting from early 2010 and will be continued till end of 2012.
10.
The team’s outputs will include: (i) an inception report at the end of the first month,
(ii) completion of all manuals by 12th month; (iii) a draft final report at the end of 18th
month, containing a description of achievements, details of the training services provided,
including all materials, an assessment of their effectiveness in meeting objectives, and
recommendations for further training assistance, (iii) and a final report at the end of
assignment. Further, a bimonthly report will be submitted by the consultant at the end of
each second month until 22nd month.
11.
In addition, the team will prepare training materials for both training programs.
Each training program will consist of about 10 modules including some case studies and
worked out examples. The draft training modules should be submitted to the ESSO
before conducting training programs for evaluation and final training modules will be
presented at the end of assignment.
G.
Budget
12.
The Budget of the training program is presented in Table 2. The total budget for
consulting services is US$ 753,060.
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Table 2: Budget for Technical Assistance in Capacity Building
Item
A. Remuneration and Per Diems
i Key Professional Staff
Team Leader and Environmental Specialist
Social and IROW Specialist
Training Delivery Specialist
Curriculum/Material Development Specialist
Legal Advisor
IT Analyst/Specialist
ii Administrative Staff
Secretary
Computer Operator
Copy Machine Operator/Messenger
1
iii Per Diem
Sub Total A
B. Training Costs
2
i Air Transport
3
ii. Local Transport
iii Venue and training expenses
iv Trainee Allowance
Sub Total B
C. Training Module Preparation and Production
D. Environmental Equipment (air, noise, water)
D. Contingency (10% of subtotal, A+B+C+D)
Grand Total (A+B+C+D)

Unit

Unit Cost,
US$

Quantity

Total
Cost, US$

MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM

4,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
3,000
2,000

24
24
24
12
10
12

96,000
72,000
72,000
24,000
30,000
24,000

MM
MM
MM
days

1,000
1,000
500
50

24
24
24
252

24,000
24,000
12,000
12,600
390,600

RT
Day
Session
Persons

150
100
26
2,730

156
91
2500
50

23,400
9,100
65,000
136,500
234,000
10,000
50,000
68,460
753,060

LS
LS

1

1

6 specialists@ 7 days of workshop @ 13 regions
Manila to 13 regions for 2 workshops @ 6 specialists
3
Local transport during workshop period - 7 days of workshop@ 13 provinces
2

13.
Considering the ICB for the environmental aspects alone, the budget for
consulting services will be US$ 551,595 as computed below:
Table 3: Budget for Capacity Building in Environmental Aspects

Item
A. Remuneration and Per Diems
i Key Professional Staff
Team Leader and Environmental Specialist
Training Delivery Specialist
Curriculum/Material Development Specialist

ii Administrative Staff
Secretary
Computer Operator
Copy Machine Operator/Messanger
1
iii Per Diem
Sub Total A
B. Training Costs
2
i Air Transport
3
ii. Local Transport
iii Venue and training expenses
iv Trainee Allowance
Sub Total B

Unit

Unit
Cost,
US$

Quantity

Total
Cost, US$

MM
MM
MM

4,000
3,000
2,000

24
12
12

96,000
36,000
24,000

MM
MM
MM
days

1,000
1,000
500
50

24
24
24
195

24,000
24,000
12,000
9,750
225,750

RT
Day
Session
Persons

150
100
2,500
50

78
65
26
2730

11,700
6,500
65,000
136,500
219,700
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Unit
Cost,
US$

Item
Unit
Quantity
C. Training Module Preparation and Production LS
D. Environmental Equipment (air, noise, water)
D. Contingency (10% of subtotal, A+B+C+D)
LS
1
Grand Total (A+B+C+D)
1
3 specialists@ 5 days of workshop @ 13 regions
2
Manila to 13 regions for 2 workshops @ 3 specialists
3
Local transport during workshop period - 7 days of workshop@ 13 provinces

Total
Cost, US$
6,000
50,000
50,145
551,595
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Consultation 1
Subproject: Butuan – Iligan Road
Date: Feb 17-20, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official

Position / Address

1. Mr. Claro B. Derecho

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Puerto, Cagayan de Oro City

2. Marvin L. Gontinag

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Agusan, Cagayan de Oro City

3. Romeo R. Bacarro

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Tablon, Cagayan de Oro City

4. Ernesto M. Jandayan

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Cugman, Cagayan de Oro City

5. Enrico D. Salcedo

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Gusa, Cagayan de Oro City

6. Alex Dela Cerna

Barangay Chairman, Cagayan de Oro City

7. Al P. Legaspi

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Bulua, Cagayan de Oro City

8. Dixon Q. Yasay

Municipal Mayor, Opol, Misamis Oriental

9. Eric P. Ragandang

MPDC - Temp. Designated, Tagoloan, Misamis Oriental

10. Staff

Cagayan de Oro City Engineering District (on Nov 11, 2008)

Consultation 2
Subproject: Iloilo – Capiz Road ( old route)
Date: Feb 11 -12, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official

Position / Address

1. Febe L. Tiongson

MPDO, Lambunao, Ilo-ilo

2. Jose Norman Umadhay

MPDC, Cabanatuan, Ilo-ilo

3. Elenita L. Cadete

MPDC, Janiuay, Ilo-ilo

4. Salvador C. Divinagracia

Municipal Mayor, Calinog, Ilo-ilo

5. Modesto P. Margarico Sr.

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Ptong-Patong, Janiuay, Ilo-ilo
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Name of the Official

Position / Address

6. Petronila Cambiador

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Mgbato, Lambunao, Ilo-ilo

7. Vivencio Tobias

Barangay Captain, Baluyan, Cabatuan, Ilo-ilo

8. Nelson C. Arcos

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Tabucan, Cabatuan, Ilo-ilo

9. Ramon S. Moderes, Jr.

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Sarauag, Janiuay, Ilo-ilo

10. Gary Bibanco

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Banguit, Cabatuan, Ilo-ilo

11. Bernardo Castor

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Simsiman, Cabatuan, Ilo-ilo

12. Mary Jimenez

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Dalis, Calinog, Ilo-ilo

13. Jonathan Balleras

DE, Iloilo 2nd DEO (on Nov 12, 2008)

Consultation 3
Subproject: Bauang –Baguio Road (old route)
Date: Feb 5-9, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official

Position

1. Engr. Rainier J. Calica

MPDC

2. Wilmar Lopez

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Acao

3. Noel Lomboy

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Natividad

4. Bella Ancheta

Brgy. Chairman, Bgy. Old Poblacion

5. Nestor A. Dilodilo Sr.

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Ribsuan

6. Jessie Panta

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Bilis

7. Francisco Aberin

MPDC

8. Atty. Marivic Estrada Rimando

MPDC

9. Benedicto E. Casilen

Brgy. Chairman, San Luis Village

10. Thomas K. Dumalti

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Irisan

11. Lillian M. Somera

Brgy. Chairman, Victoria Village

12. George R. Sito

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Poblacion

13. Nieves Saguibal

Brgy. Chairman, Barangay Banangan

14. Engr. Nieves L. Caliging

MPDC

15. Teofilo Anacioco

Punong Barangay, Barangay Bayabas

Consultation 4
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Subproject: Olongapo – Bugallon Road
Date: Mar 5 -6, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official

Position

1. Marivic Nievres

Planning Officer, Zambales

2.Eduardo C. Soliven

Municipal Engineer, Castillejos, Zambales

3.Gilbert Villena

Municipal Engineer, San Marcelino Zambales

4.Jose Dato

Asst. D.E., 1st DEO, Zambales (on Nov 5, 2008)

Consultation 5
Subproject: Orquieta – Dipolog –Sindagan Road
Date: Feb 19, 2009
Place: Dapitan City
Participants
Name of the Official
Position
1. Engr. Dario C. Haylalapit

Zoning Officer II/OIC - City Planning and Dev. Coord., Dapitan City

2. Leo C. Ang Sr.

Brgy. Captain, Barangay South Mapang, Rizal, Zamboanga del
Norte

3. Adora H. Recamara

Punong Barangay, Barangay Sulangon, Dapitan City

4. Fresca Cagbabanua

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Ilaya, Dapitan City

5. Reynaldo Busico

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Oyan, Dapitan City

6. Candelaria Catahay

Brgy. Kagawad, Barangay Larayan, Dapitan City

7. Augusto Galanido

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Burgos, Dapitan City

8. Hermis Maylon

Barangay Captain, Barangay Barcelona, Dapitan City

9. Quirino Sanoy

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Tolon, Rizal, Zamboanga del Norte

10. Manuel Bait-it

Brgy. Kagawad, Barangay Oyan, Dapitan City

11. Revie Elopre

Brgy. Kagawad, Barangay Barcelona, Dapitan City

12. Ruel Dagpin

Brgy. Kagawad, Barangay Burgos, Dapitan City

13. Patricio Binaoro

Brgy. Captain, Barangay North Mapang, Rizal, Zamboanga del
Norte
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Name of the Official

Position

14. ADE

3 Engineering District (on Nov 19, 2008)

rd

Consultation 6
Subproject: Orquieta –Dipolog- Sindagan Road
Date: Feb 20, 2009
Place: DIPOLOG CITY
Participants
Name of the Official
Position
1. Evelyn Uy

Municipal Mayor of Dipolog City

2. Crisostomo T. Eguia

Municipal Mayor, Katipunan, Zamboanga del Norte

3. Armando Drilon

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Punta, Dipolog City

4. Antonio Jumawal

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Daanglungsod, Katipunan

5. Carpitanos Eustequio

Brgy. Captain, Barangay Galas, Dipolog City
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Consultation 7
Subproject: COTABATO- BUKIDNON ROAD
Date: Feb 27-28, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official

Position / Address

1. Veronica Q. Terefrancia

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Tambad, Carmen, North Cotabato

2. Hon. Salvador B. Saberola

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Liliongan, Carmen, North Cotabato

3. Domingo U. Badoy

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Malapag, Carmen, North Cotabato

4. Verancio Jerodias

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Aroman, Carmen, North Cotabato

5. Armando Y. Lu, Sr.

Barangay Captain, Bgy. Ugalingon, Carmen, North Cotabato

6. Florida G. Sabutan

Statistician III, MPDO, Kabacan, North Cotabato

7. Albert F. Jainar

Municipal Engineer, Carmen, North Cotabato

8. Staff

District Engineer

Consultation 8
Subproject: Palo – Carigara & Daang Mahalika Road
Date: Dec 16,2008; March 6 -7, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official
Position
Engr. Antonio Varona

MPDO, Alangalang, Leyte

Ma. Cynthia V. Lantajo

MPDC, Sta. Fe, Leyte

Cecile Mae M. Ocado

MPDC, Tanauan, Leyte

Cecilio C. Marilla

MPDC, Tolosa, Leyte

Community
Staff of Alangalang School

School Teachers
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Consultation 9
Subproject: Dumaguete North Road
Date:July 26-28, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official/
Stakeholder

Position / Address

1. Mr. Lowe Acabal

Resident, Brgy. Butong, Negros Oriental

2. Mr Erwin Agustino

Mayor, Ayungon, Negros Oriental

3. Mr. Jose Serillo

Barangay Chairman, Brgy. Polopantao, Jimalalud, Negros Oriental

4. Mr. Virgilio Dy

Barangay Chairman, Brgy.Bindoy, Negros Oriental

5. Mr Saldy Into

Resident, Barangay Calasga-an, Negros Oriental

6. Ms Joselyn Gongob

City Planning and Development Officer, Dumaguete City

7. Rudy Padilla

Representative, Transport Group, Negros Occidental/Oriental

8. Mr. Reynaldo Ferreron

Barangay Chairman, Poblacion, Ayungon, Negros Oriental
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Consultation 10
Subproject: Butuan City National Road
Date:July 29-30, 2009
Participants
Name of the Official /
Stakeholder

Position / Address

1. Mr. Elson Mapalo

Resident, Butuan City

2. Mr Danilo A. Dionson

Representative, Transport Group

3. Engr. Evelyn Viray

ESSO, DPWH Region XIII

4. Engr. Ruth Canteveros

Head, Highway Development

5. Engr. Evelyn T. Barroso

Regional Director, DPWH Region XIII

6. Engr. Sammy Hebra

Chief, PPD DPWH Region XIII
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Photographs of Subproject Roads
1. BUTUAN – CAGAYAN DE ORO ROAD
November 11, 2008

KM. 142+ 000

KM. 144 + 000, LS

Annex C:
Photographs of Subproject Roads

2. ILOILO-CAPIZ (OLD ROUTE)
November 12, 2008

Km 18.34, AC Bdry. 4th and 2nd Engineering District

Km 38.90, AC fair
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3. BAUANG-BAGUIO ROAD
November 7, 2008

Km 280.80, Bdry. La Union/Benguet Engineering District

Km 295.80, Weighting Station R/S
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4. OLONGAPO-BUGALLON ROAD
November 5, 2008

Km 133.22, New Overlay 100mm thick, AC in good condition

Km 154.98, Boundary of 1st and 2nd Engineering District
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5.

DIPOLOG-OROQUIETA ROAD
November 19, 2008

Start - KM. 1798 + 000

st

KM. 1829 + 750 1 Eng’g District Boundary
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6. BUKIDNON – COTABATO ROAD
November 14, 2008

Start - KM. 1608 + 000

KM. 1645 + 000
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7. PALO-CARIGARA-ORMOC ROAD
November 14, 2008

Km 916.10, end AC Overlay, Start PCCP

Km 938.08, End of Leyte 1st DEO
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8. DAANG MAHARLIKA ROAD (LILOAN-NAVAL HIGHWAY)
November 15, 2008

Km 920.25, Tanauan/Palo Intersection

Km 934.5, Bdry. Leyte 1st D.E.O.
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8. DUMAGUETE NORTH ROAD
July 26, 2009

Dumaguete City Km 0 + 000

Dumaguete City Km 0.5 + 000 (2

nd

district)
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Jimalalud 98 + 500 (1st District)

10. BUTUAN CITY NATIONAL ROAD
July 29, 2009
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Butuan City Km 1249 +200

Butuan City Km 1232 +000
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